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Trainer’s aTTiTude
eteY 2016 Pesaro 
 
trainers: elisa Vola, HerVe tunga

1 Goals of the session
By the end of the session, participants are ex-
pected: 

 ▹ to infer the role of a trainer in an organ-
ization 

 ▹ to provide a framework that helps build 
trainers' attitude

 ▹ to engage in a self-development path 
from a trainer's perspective

2 trainer’s characteristics
When you ask someone who the best trainer is, 
answers will be very diverse. Someone will men-
tion charisma, someone will mention interactiv-
ity, someone a good sense of humour. There are 
many elements to what makes a good trainer.

To provide it a structured way of exploring 
those elements, we decided to use trainer’s 
compass.

3 trainer’s compass
Trainer’s compass has been created to provide 
structure and help facilitate the understand-
ing of trainer’s attributes..

Compass has been divided in 4 main areas, 
each divided in two more areas:

1. aTTiTude 
 a. Towards self
 b. Towards others (acceptance) 
2. Knowledge 
 a. How people work and learn
 b. Topic knowledge
3. sKill 
 a. Communication
 b. Delivery
4. Behaviour 
 a. Self management
 b. Impacting others
  i. Act (using own knowledge)

3.1 aTTiTude (whaT one is)  
If we were to imagine a trainer as a building, 
trainer’s attitude is the bottom floor of the 
building, holding the structure for building 
knowledge, skill, and behaviour. It is the core 
of the trainer, the first and most important 
thing the trainees will see, feel and connect to, 
the basis for charisma. When questioning 
people about the great trainers they worked 
with, their core is what people remember. Of 
course, knowledge, skills and behaviour are 

☞ What we describe is 
a super trainer, no one 
has those attributes and 
capabilities developed 
to full extent. What we 
should strive is to be as 
complete as possible. 
It is a lifelong learning 
process, one that never 
ends and one that you 
should enjoy for that 
very reason.

important and count, but will count much 
more if the strong core is there. Things that 
make up the core are sometimes hard to de-
scribe, hard to point finger at, but people will 
feel, recognize and respond to this foundation 
and trainer’s genuine intention.

We can divide attitude section of compass 
in two parts.

3.1.1 aTTiTude Towards self
Self-confidence – truly believing you can 
reach the goals you have set for yourself, be-
lieving you can get your trainees to listen, hear 
and change, believing you can handle any situ-
ation that may arise during the training. 

Self awareness – being aware of one’s 
true motivation (why am I a trainer), of one’s 
strengths and weaknesses, aware of one’s blind 
spots at least to some extent, being aware of the 
real and objective quality of all the areas of com-
pass (what I know, what I do, how I behave).  

Own learning – having a deep dedication 
towards learning and re-adjusting attitudes 
towards self, others and knowledge. 

Questioning and critical thinking – con-
stantly questioning attitudes, knowledge, 
techniques, ways things are done.
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Openness to learning – being constantly 
hungry for knowledge.

3.1.2 aTTiTude Towards oThers
Accepting – being aware and accepting the fact 
people are different, have different attitudes, 
different ways of learning, different motivation 
and different perception of world and of you as 
a trainer. Accepting you can influence and moti-
vate them to the point, but also being aware they 
have to do their part too. Accepting that some of 
them will take a lot from the training and accept-
ing the possibility some of the participants may 
not want or be able to fully accept the knowledge 
and experience. Drawing the line between ac-
cepting and trying to change things can be hard, 
it is sometimes wide, but good trainer has to be 
aware of it. Accepting also implies giving equal 
chance and treating all participants the same. 

Adapting – being capable of adapting to any 
situation that may arise.

3.2 Knowledge (whaT one Knows) 
Knowledge a good trainer needs can be di-
vided to knowledge regarding how people 
work and learn and knowledge related to topic 
of training being delivered. 

3.2.1 how people worK and learn
Communication with individuals and groups, 
knowledge and mastery of all its aspects is cru-
cial for being a great trainer.  

Managing individuals – trainer should 
know about and use individual personality types 
(using any of the models measuring various per-
sonality dimensions like Insights, DISC, MBTI...), 
how to communicate messages to different peo-
ple and what to expect from people with differ-
ent communication and personality types. 

Managing groups – trainer should have 
knowledge and deep understanding of group 
dynamics. Knowledge of facilitating and man-
aging group to get the whole group to achieve 
goals set for them before the session. 

Facilitating learning – trainer should know 
how the process of learning works, know differ-
ent learning styles of participants and use all 
that during training design and training delivery. 

3.2.2 Topic Knowledge
Trainer should have an in-depth knowledge 
and understanding of the training’s topic. 
Also, real world experience is necessary to be 
able to transfer the knowledge and teach a 
skill on an appropriate level. 

3.3 sKills (whaT one can do) 
Once a trainer has a knowledge....(s)he also 
needs some well developed skills of trans-
ferring and using that knowledge. When we 
speak of skills that trainer needs, we can split 

them in two broad categories: 

3.3.1 communicaTion 
In the end, training is all about transferring 
the knowledge, transferring the message. And 
same as in everyday life, to transfer a message 
successfully within training, one needs to be a 
skilful communicator. There are many elements 
of being a great communicator – from ability to 
build rapport and understand other’s needs and 
ways of thinking, to flexibility to adapt to other 
person and to context, through ability to control 
own expressions (in words, body language etc.), 
to the fact that our message must be clear to 
ourselves before we can successfully transfer it 
to others. Great trainer is a great communicator.

3.3.2 delivering sKills 
Presentation skills. Ability to adapt to the 
audience. Ability to explain things in a flex-
ible and various ways. Visualization. Atten-
tion-catching techniques.

3.4 Behaviour (whaT one does) 
But all the things that one CAN and KNOWS are 
not worth much if one doesn’t DO something 
with those skills and knowledge. Our impact is 
only as far reaching as are our actions and behav-
iour that we exhibit. When we speak of behav-
iour, it really shows up in two very related levels: 

3.4.1 self-managemenT 
Self-management is all about using the 
strengths that one has. It builds on top of 
self-awareness, and it is implementing in 
behaviour what one knows about his/hers 
own style, strengths, unique experiences etc. 

– as well as finding a way to compensate for 
any weaknesses and avoid potential pitfalls. 
Self-management is about control of own cog-
nitive processes and emotions and about know-
ing, understanding and controlling own style.

3.4.2 impacTing oThers 
Next to knowing own style, a great trainer must 
also understand well other people’s styles (as 
mentioned in part about knowledge). But, (s)
he must also use that knowledge and under-
standing to build bridges towards others and 
to help them understand and learn. To provide 
impact means to understand others and how 
to work and communicate towards them, but 
also to take responsibility for any outcome that 
we want to reach and take active role in things. 

4 conclusion 
All that has been mentioned is something that is 
achieved through years of work and hundreds of 
training hours. What is important is that every 
trainer should have a clear vision of his/hers 
future trainer self and invest energy in change.

☞ further readinGs  

If you want to develop 
your knowledge from 
this document, here 
are some references 
that were used when 
designing this training 
session: 

references
Training for Dummies, 
Elain Biech 
Trainers’ Attitude Hand-
out, Mirna Smidt 

Web links 
The role of a trainer 
Modern trainers roles and 
responsibilities 

books 
The training design man-
ual, Tony Bray 
Training for dummies, 
Elaine Biech
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communicaTion  
for Trainers
eteY 2016 Pesaro 
 trainers: elisa Vola, HerVe tunga

inTroducTion
Most of our projects and activities need a cer-
tain degree of interaction with other human to
be turned into reality. Mastering communica-
tion increases the chances that you reach great
results interacting with your surroundings.

This training session aims at providing you 
with the elements for developing your under-
standing about communication, your listen-
ing skills and for capitalizing on feedback.

By the end of the session, participants are 
expected:

 ▹ to understand what can influence effec-
tive communication;

 ▹ to be able to improve communication 
with purpose;

 ▹ to develop listening for training environ-
ment;

 ▹ to start using feedback as a personal de-
velopment tool.

The content of this document has been 
designed to support the development of the 
participants of TEJO Training Day 1 – Commu-
nication for Trainers. For further information, 
please do contact the trainers.

1 communication basics

Whether we are writing or speaking, trying to 
persuade, inform, entertain, explain, convince 
or educate or any other objective behind the 
particular communication task we are en-
gaged in, we always have four general objec-
tives:

 ▹ To be received (heard or read)
 ▹ To be understood
 ▹ To be accepted
 ▹ To get action (change of behaviour or at-

titude)

1.1 inTenTion
Often communication systems are missing 
one key component to having any successful 
conversation: Intention. What is the expected 
response one would like the audience to pro-
vide? If you are unaware of what you are trying 
to accomplish before you start a conversation 
it could end up going sideways.

It can be helpful to ask yourself before you 
speak: "what do I want to create?" It’s critical 
to know your intent and to communicate it 
clearly. Leading a conversation with intent 
can make a 100% difference in the outcome. 

Here are 4 intents commonly used when 
communicating: inform, inspire, motivate 
and engage.

inform: the point of the communication 
is just for the audience to acquire new, addi-
tional and/or complementary knowledge. The 
audience doesn’t have to respond or act on this 
piece of data. That’s what usually happens 
when you watch TV or read newspaper.

inspire: the hope while communicating 
is to provide additional food for thought to 
the audience. The piece of information that is 
shared is meant to make them think, dream or 
fantasise. Commercials are striving to attract 
customer in buying by inducing that some-
thing might be missing in your life.

moTivaTe: the objective of the communica-
tion is to make people do something, act upon 
the piece of information which is given to 
them. The point is to fire people up and brings 
them to take some action, whatever small, in 
the hope to start a movement.

engage: the objective of the communication 
is for the audience to commit, on the long run.

Here it’s more about going along with cam-
paigns, rallies, or any repetitive acquisition re-
quired until the object of the communication, 
its goal, is reached. The intents can be these 
ones or any mix of them, or others.

Asking yourself these questions may help 
you get clarity on your intention…

 ▹ What is important about what I want to say?
 ▹ Why is it important to me?
 ▹ What do I need from this person/audi-

ence?
 ▹ What do I hope to get by having this con-

versation? More understanding, collabo-
ration, cooperation, connection, knowl-
edge, appreciation, change, success, help 
or support in some way…

Being aware of your hope or goal is vital be-
cause it is reassuring and sets a positive tone. 
It can also be helpful to state what it is your 
intention, to share what you need, want and 
how you feel, not to hurt, judge or wound the 
other person. By stating intention you are tak-
ing responsibility and allowing your audience 
to respond accordingly.
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1.2 communicaTion process model
Communication is the process of sharing our 
ideas, thoughts and feelings with other 
people and having those ideas, thoughts 
and feelings understood by the people we 
are talking with. When we communicate we 
speak, listen, and observe. 

This process is divided in several steps as 
it is shown below. It is composed by a sender 
(source) and a receiver. The communication 
comes with the interaction between both in 
which the sender encodes a message through 
a channel, that is decoded by the receiver. The 
receiver can respond to the message by provid-
ing feedback, and giving his/her own opinion 
and thoughts.

1.3 ladder of inference
The communication process involves the way 
how we perceive the message, and it can be 
explain by the Ladder of Inference. It says 
that our brains are firstly absorbing a big 
amount of data every moment and based on 
the data, we then take action and come to con-
clusions. So this is what happens.

sTep 1: our brain pick up pure data. 
Everything is captured. At this moment, there 
is no meaning to it. It’s just data.

sTep 2: from what we observe (the data 
in step 1) we start to filter and select specific 
pieces of it.

sTep 3: we start to add meaning to the data, 
base on our experiences and believes of the 
world.

sTep 4: we then draw conclusions from the 
meaning we have added to the data.

sTep 5: we then adopt beliefs of the world.
sTep 6: we take action based on those beliefs.

One example on how we can perceive the same 
thing in different ways is the Rorschach test.
It is a psychological test composed by draw-
ings, called inkblots, in which subjects percep-
tions of those inkblots are analysed through 
different psychological interpretations. This 
test is used to examine a person’s personality 
characteristics and emotional functioning. 
The inkblots Rorschach test are below. 

1.4 communicaTion Barriers 
Is the communication always easy? What can 
make the message not so clear? What are the 
main communication barriers/obstacles?

Indeed it is not so easy and sometimes a big 
effort should be done to remove those barriers, 
or just to decrease their impact on the commu-
nication process. Here comes the main 7 bar-
riers to a good communication. 

1. physical: time, environment, comfort, 
needs, physical medium

2. percepTual: viewing what is said from 
your own mindset

3. emoTional: personal feelings at the mo-
ment

4. culTural: ethnic, religious, and social 
differences)

5. language: different languages or vocab-
ulary, accents

6. gender: distinct differences between the 
speech patterns in a man and those in a woman.

7. inTerpersonal: Rituals, pastimes, 
working.

Example: How comfortable do you speak on 
the phone when you are in a bus, and when 
you are home?

2 listeninG 

“The reason why we have two ears and only one 
mouth is that we may listen the more and talk the 
less.” – Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Listening is the “receiving” part of commu-
nication. Making meaning from sound is an 
active process that includes:

1. Receiving information
2. Understanding
3. Evaluating the message
4. Giving feedback to the sender

When executed effectively, listening:
 ▹ improves relationships between people;
 ▹ results in making others good listeners 

as well;
 ▹ improves problem solving skills;
 ▹ increases job satisfaction;
 ▹ improves communication, trust, respect 

among team members;
 ▹ builds teamwork.

2.1 levels of lisTening
There are different types of listening. Typically 
they are presented as levels of listening.

Various people have constructed listening 
models. Below is an attempt to encompass and

extend good current listening theory in an 
accessible and concise way. Bear in mind that 
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listening is rarely confined merely to words. 
Sometimes what you are listening to will in-
clude other sounds or intonation or verbal/
emotional noises. Sometimes listening in-
volves noticing a silence or a pause – nothing 

– 'dead air' as it's known in broadcasting. You 
might instead be listening to a musical per-
formance, or an engine noise, or a crowded 
meeting, for the purpose of understanding 
and assessing what is actually happening or 
being said. Also, listening in its fullest sense, 
as you will see below, ultimately includes 
many non-verbal and non-audible factors, 
such as body language, facial expressions, 
reactions of others, cultural elements, and 
the reactions of the speaker and the listeners 
to each other.).

2.1.1 noT lisTening
Noise in the background - you are not concen-
trating on the sounds at all and nothing is
registering with you. Ignoring would be 

another way to describe this type of listening. 
There is nothing wrong with passive listening 
if it's truly not important, but passive listen-
ing, Not Listening, is obviously daft and can be 
downright dangerous if the communications 
are important.

2.1.2 preTending
You are not concentrating and will not remem-
ber anything because you are actually day-
dreaming or being distracted by something 
else even though you will occasionally nod or 
agree using 'stock' safe replies.

This is a common type of listening that 
grown-ups do with children. This level of 
listening is called Responsive Listening in 
some other models, although Pretending is 
arguably a more apt term, since the word 're-
sponsive' suggests a much higher level of care 
in the listener, and Pretending reflects that 
there is an element of deceit on the part of the 
listener towards the speaker. 

Photos: Training for Trainers 2 (June 2021, Toulouse, France). Author: Léon Kamenický
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You will generally know when you are pre-
tending because the speaker will see that 
glazed look in your eyes and say firmly some-
thing like, "Will you please listen to me? I'm 
talking to you!"… Especially if the speaker is 
a small child.

2.1.3 selecTive lisTening
You are listening and taking in a certain 
amount of information, but because you al-
ready have such firm opposing or different 
views, or a resistance to the speaker, you 
are not allowing anything that is said or any 
noises made to influence your attitude and 
level of knowledge and understanding. You 
are projecting your position onto the speaker 
and the words.

You would do this typically because you are 
under pressure or very defensive. You would
normally be aware that you are doing this, 
which is a big difference between the next 
level and this one. 

2.1.4 aTTenTive lisTening
You listen only to the content, and fail to re-
ceive all the non-verbal sounds and signals, 
such as tone of voice, facial expression and 
reaction of speaker to your own listening and
reactions. 

This is fine when the purpose of the com-
munication is merely to gain/convey cold 
facts and figures, but it is very inadequate for 
other communications requiring an assess-
ment of feelings and motives, and the circum-
stances underneath the superficial words or 
sounds.

Attentive Listening is a higher level of lis-
tening than Misunderstood Listening because 
it can gather reliable facts, but it fails to gather 
and suitably respond to emotions and feelings, 
and the situation of the other person, which is 
especially risky if the other person's position 
is potentially troublesome. This is a common 
form of listening among 'push and persuade' 
sales people. Attentive, Data-Only, Listening 
is typically driven by a strong personal results 
motive. It can be highly manipulative and 
forceful. This type of listening wins battles 
and loses wars – i.e., it can achieve short-term 
gains, but tends to wreck chances of building 
anything constructive and sustainable.

2.1.5 empaThic lisTening
You are listening with full attention to the 
sounds, and all other relevant signals, includ-
ing:

 ▹ tone of voice
 ▹ other verbal aspects – e.g., pace, volume, 

breathlessness, flow, style, emphasis
 ▹ facial expression
 ▹ body language

 ▹ cultural or ethnic or other aspects of the 
person which would affect the way their 
communications and signals are affect-
ing you

 ▹ feeling - not contained in a single sense 
– this requires you to have an overall col-
lective

 ▹ appreciation through all relevant senses 
(taste is perhaps the only sense not em-
ployed here) of how the other person is 
feeling you are able to see and feel the 
situation from the other person's position

You are also reacting and giving feedback and 
checking understanding with the speaker. You
will be summarising, probably taking notes 
and agreeing on the notes too if it's an im-
portant discussion. You will be honest in ex-
pressing disagreement but at the same time 
expressing genuine understanding, which 
hopefully (if your listening empathy is of a 
decent standard) will keep emotions civilized 
and emotionally under control even for very 
difficult discussions. You will be instinctively 
or consciously bringing elements of effective 
communication and empathy into the ex-
change. It will also be possible, for one who 
knows, to interpret the exchange from the per-
spective of having improved the relationship, 
mutual awareness and understanding.

2.2 lisTening Techniques and Tools
Listening leads to effective communication. 
Effective listeners HEAR and SELECT infor-
mation from the speaker, give it meaning, 
determine how the speaker feels about it and 
respond in a matter of seconds. Only in this 
way is it possible to frame listening. It requires 
an ability to LISTEN for FEELINGS as well as 
words.

2.2.1 hearing The message
1 Listening actively
Concentrate for the main theme of the dis-
cussion and specific ideas and facts. Be alert 
and ask questions. Check your posture. Sit up 
straight and look directly at the speaker.

2 Listen objectively
Understand the speaker’s point of view. Put 
aside your biases (resentments, personal ob-
jectives, conflicts, interests, etc.) on a topic.

3 Listen analytically to the presentation
Recognise the theme, then the key ideas, the 
supporting facts and other details.

2.2.2 inTerpreTing The message
1 Listen to the sender’s meaning for words
Come to a mutual understanding of the 
speaker’s meaning. Good listeners know that 
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a matchup in meaning is a match-up in under-
standing.

2 Determine the main points
Look for the structure of the message and 
mentally review the material that has gone be-
fore. The main points can come at the begin-
ning, middle or end of a message. Usefulness 
of the message can be determined through the 
main points.

3 Understand the non-verbal cues
Gestures, facial expression, eyes and postures 
are non-verbal cues or body languages that
either confirm or deny the message of the 
words and tone of voice. Ask for clarification 
or repetition if you are not sure of the speak-
er’s meaning.

2.2.3 evaluaTing The message
1 Listen with empathy and understanding
Gather all of the key information before form-
ing an opinion. Weigh and analyze all of the
evidences before making a decision. An em-
pathic listener puts himself in the source’s 
shoes and understands the problem from the 
sender’s point of view.

2 Suspend judgment
Avoid making judgment about the speaker or 
the message. Understand the speaker’s intent 
in what he wants to convey. Respect and rec-
ognize his point of view. Paraphrase or clarify 
if you are not sure of what he has said.

2.2.4 responding To The message
1 Provide feedback
Listeners must provide feedback to the speaker 
in order to complete the communication pro-
cess. An active listener will try to inform the 
speaker that he has heard, understood and 
evaluated appropriately the main message. A 
good feedback should be relevant and timely. 
It should be based on facts and should relate 
to what’s happening at that time.

2 Control your emotion
As listeners, you may experience different lev-
els of emotion to what the speaker says.

“Loaded” words or statements can make you 
react emotionally. To control this, you must 
identify what triggers you, understand your 
responses and develop the ability to listen ob-
jectively and attentively without interrupting.

2.3 4 ways To lisTen BeTTer
1 Silence
Simple as it may seem, the most important 
thing to remember is stop talking. Silence 
helps to reset and recalibrate your ear.

2 Mixer
In a crowded place, to actively pay attention to 
how many individual sound channel you can 
hear from the mix. This exercise might help 
you to improve the quality of your listening.

3 Savouring
Paying attention to mundane sounds can be 
very interesting as these are all around you all 
time and can provide some information.

4 Listening Position
To gain the ability to move your listening posi-
tion to what is appropriate: from active to pas-
sive, from reductive to expansive, from critical 
to empathic. This will help you to get con-
scious and develop your personal responsive 
palette and tune better to message senders.

5 RASA
Rasa is the Sanskrit word for Juice and the ac-
ronym in term of communication stands for:

 ▹ Received – pay attention to the person
 ▹ Appreciate – ensure you’re listening
 ▹ Summarise
 ▹ Ask questions afterwards.

The conversation between the message sender 
and the message receiver is a delicate dance. 
Even though your goal may be to simply hear 
the message, it requires give and take from 
both parties from the beginning stages of the 
communication process down to the last word.

3 What is feedback?

Feedback is a piece of information provided by 
an agent (in our case a leader) regarding as-
pects of one’s performance or understanding. 
It is meant to provide:

 ▹ corrective information
 ▹ encouragement
 ▹ chance to evaluate (other point of view)
 ▹ clarifying ideas
 ▹ recognition for good work

Feedback is a "consequence" of performance. 
Often, it is the most realistic indicator of how 
well a task was completed. Moreover, it is a 

"self-esteem" vitamin! :) Always, it should be 
useful and meaningful to the receiver, some-
thing that they can use for their benefit: it's 
essentially a gift, so make it a gift as well.

Besides personal feedback described above, 
feedback can also be given to groups. 

3.1 effecTive feedBacK 
As a leader in your organisation, you will be 
expected a lot from. Whatever the position, 
you are there to make things work. For this 
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you will need a lot of tools. Some you will learn during this 
session, others you will learn or develop on your own. What 
is important is that you do this pro-actively and you are 
aware of the changes you need to produce.

Effective Feedback is one of the best tools you have for 
motivating people, improving work efficiency, developing others, 
creating a proper work environment, creating synergy and con-
nection in your team. In the right hands and with the proper 
perception, this tool can do wonders. But, as any skill, giving 
and receiving feed-back is something that has to be learned, 
practiced, improved; it is a skill you develop in time.

There are several aspects that a true leader must mas-
ter: giving and receiving feedback developed extensively 
bellow. Experience shows that receiving feedback in a pro-
fessional way might prove harder than giving it, but this is 
something up to each to discover.

An additional angle to deal with feedback for leaders is the 
individuals’ development which should be the main goal:

consTrucTive
Feedback should be set to direct followers towards and/or to 
help determining where and how to take corrective action in 
order to improve. 

posiTive
Feedback should help increase followers’ confidence, en-
courage continued high performance and leverage what 
they’re already doing effectively.

Ultimately, followers need to know where they have to im-
prove and what they should keep doing to achieve individual 
and organisational goals.

preparaTions / Before giving feedBacK
Before talking to someone about their observed behaviour/
performance, it is important to ask yourself whether: 

1. The person understands what their task/role is; how do 
you know?

2. The person fully understands your expectations in 
terms of quality and quantity of work; expected attitude; 
professional behaviour; how do you know all these?

3. The person had performed well in a similar task in the 
past. If not, were they made aware at the time? If they re-
ceived proper feedback, why hasn't anything changed? Or if 
something changed – how and to what extent? If yes, what 
do you think has caused the dip in performance?

4. The person is over/under qualified for the task they were 
assigned;

5. The person knows that there is a problem (in case you 
have identified one and would like

to bring it up);
6. You or others in the organisation are contributing to 

the problem.

giving consTrucTive feedBacK 
When you are giving feedback, there are some useful rules 
you could follow (DOs) and some things you should try to 
avoid (DON'Ts). 

dos:
 ▹ Ask whether you can deliver your feedback now.
 ▹ Give feedback in private - directly to the person con-

cerned.
 ▹ Give feedback as soon after performance as possible, 

but not when the people are still emotionally engaged.
 ▹ Be specific and use concrete examples. Refer to behav-

iour.
 ▹ Be clear about what you want to say.
 ▹ Include positive perceptions and feelings. If you can't 

find anything positive to say, it's time to look in the mir-
ror. (Feedback does not equal criticism in the negative 
sense)

 ▹ Communicate perceptions as perceptions and feelings 
as feelings, not as facts.

 ▹ Formulate feedback as precise and possible and detailed 
enough.

 ▹ Ask questions for understanding summarize and ex-
press your support.

 ▹ Take ownership on the feedback you are giving: use „I“.

don’Ts:
Try to avoid these as they can demotivate, be disrespectful 
and generally can make things even worse. So:

 ▹ Don't refer to the person as such, but to their behaviour 
and especially to behaviour that can be changed.

 ▹ Don't judge.
 ▹ Don't use words that indicate a generalization such as 
“all“, “always“, “never“, etc. 
 ▹ Don't forget that it is you who is giving the feedback and 

hence you owe it: use “I” statements.
 ▹ Don't sugar-coat negative feedback.
 ▹ Don't postpone/avoid the conversation until you’ve 
“had it up to here“.
 ▹ Don't give positive feedback without specific elements.
 ▹ Don't mistake valid reasons for excuses.
 ▹ Don't tell someone you know what’s going on inside 

their head.
 ▹ Don't give feedback only when there is a problem. -> 

people will learn that after "you are a real team player, 
...", you will follow with ", BUT ..."

 ▹ Don't use sarcasm to make a point.

Finally, feedback should work vice versa; your partner 
should be able to answer the same way.

Though:
...if you are giving feedback to get something off your 

chest then you are not really giving feedback. Feedback 
should help a person develop further and assess correctly 
what their actions imply. Don't take it on them if you are 
angry or unhappy – your feelings are yours and they don't 
help others become better.

...if you are giving feedback that is related to poor/inap-
propriate performance, make sure you are clear about what 
exactly you would like to see changed. State your require-
ment and expectations and also state what will happen if 
they are not met. 
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feedBacK giving process
 ▹ Ask if the receiver is ready to listen.
 ▹ Present the specific facts/actions/behaviour you want 

to feedback.
 ▹ Explain what you were feeling due to that behaviour.
 ▹ Tell how these feelings due to the behaviour personally 

affected you or your work.
 ▹ Provide suggestions on how the person can improve the 

behaviour.

afTer giving feedBacK
Follow up (check if the identified problems were dealt with 
and the behaviour/ performance were improved). Don't 
expect to see an instant change: feedback is information 
that needs to “sink in” and not an instruction list. How-
ever, to speed up the change you could keep an eye open 
for everything that's getting them closer to improving the 
situation and assert it.

receiving feedBacK
As already mentioned, feedback is information; it can 
sometimes be surprising, even causing strong emotional 
outcomes. However, there are a few golden rules on how to 
receive feedback.

dos:
 ▹ Listen, don't interrupt.
 ▹ Ask for clarifications if you feel you need any.
 ▹ Thank for the feedback.
 ▹ Evaluate feedback for yourself and follow up if needed.

don'Ts (Try noT To...):
 ▹ get defensive
 ▹ prove them wrong
 ▹ feel you have to do something to change yourself
 ▹ give an answer to justify yourself
 ▹ dismiss the information
 ▹ feel helpless to do anything about what you heard
 ▹ change the focus and attack the speaker
 ▹ generalise the message and feel bad about everything/ 

think you're perfect in all aspects.

If you want more feedback, ask for it – the more people you 
ask the more informed you'll be! Also, by asking as many 
people as possible, you can make a balanced decision regard-
ing the information that's coming your way.

But remember that not everyone knows how to give good, 
constructive feedback. If instead of feedback you get criti-
cism, use questions to guide the other person through the 
process of giving feedback.

feedBacK receiving process
 ▹ Say if you are ready to receive it.
 ▹ Listen and smile.
 ▹ Ask for clarifications if you need any.
 ▹ Thank for the feedback.

further readinGs
If you want to develop your knowledge from this document, 
below you can find some references that were used when 
designing this training session.

BooKs
 ▹ Mastering Communication, Nick Stanton
 ▹ 7 habits of highly effective people, Stephen R. Covey
 ▹ Rule #1 Stop talking, Linda Eve Diamond
 ▹ The lost art of listening, Michael P. Nichols
 ▹ Giving and perceiving performance feedback, Peter R. 

Gaber

weB
 ▹ http://www.systems-thinking.org/loi/loi.htm
 ▹ http://www.systems-thinking.org/loi/loi.htm
 ▹ http://www.hodu.com/barriers.shtml
 ▹ http://www.ted.com/talks/lang/eng/julian_treasure_5_

ways_to_listen_better.html
 ▹ http://managementhelp.org/communicationsskills/

feedback.htm
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PresenTaTion for 
Trainers
eteY 2016 Pesaro 
 
trainers: elisa Vola, HerVe tunga

1 introduction
Presentation skills are among the most im-
portant skills of the modern world. It is vi-
tally important to be able to communicate 
your thoughts and ideas effectively, using a 
variety of tools and medium. You will need 
to develop and use this skill throughout your 
career; when you attend job interviews and 
especially when you start working in the big 
wide world. But, it is often said that youth do 
not possess the ability to communicate well. 
Of course that’s a lot of b%&%$^ - not enough 
coaching and practice, that’s all!

Most good presenters aren’t born that way... 
Sure there are some personality trends – some 
people are introverts and some are extroverts 
which might help. The simple truth is that 
good presenters have had a lot of practice 
doing it and most good presenters have been 
trained to present well.

The goals of this session are for you:
 ▹ To be aware of self-body language on 

stage in order to improve message trans-
mission;

 ▹ To understand how to design and deliver 
a message sticking long to the minds of 
your audience;

 ▹ To practice presentation skills;
 ▹ To practice constructive feedback.

2 intention
It can be helpful to ask yourself before you 
speak: "what do I want to create?" It’s critical 
to know your intent and to communicate it 
clearly. Leading a conversation with intent 
can make a 100% difference in the outcome.

Here are 4 intents commonly used when 
communicating: inform, inspire, motivate 
and engage.

inform: the point of the communication is 
just for the audience to acquire new, addi-
tional and/or complementary knowledge. The 
audience doesn’t have to respond or act on this 
piece of data.

That’s what usually happens when you 
watch TV or read newspaper.

inspire: the hope while communicating is 
to provide additional food for thought to the 

audience. The piece of information that is 
shared is meant to make them think, dream 
or fantasise.

Commercials are striving to attract cus-
tomer in buying by inducing that something 
might be missing in your life.

moTivaTe: the objective of the communica-
tion is to make people do something, act upon 
the piece of information which is given to 
them. The point is to fire people up and brings 
them to take some action, whatever small, in 
the hope to start a movement.

engage: the objective of the communication 
is for the audience to commit, on the long run. 
Here it’s more about going along with cam-
paigns, rallies, or any repetitive acquisition 
required until the object of the communica-
tion, its goal, is reached.

The intents can be these ones or any mix of 
them, or others.

Being aware of your hope or goal is vital be-
cause it is reassuring and sets a positive tone. 
It can also be helpful to state what it is your 
intention, to share what you need, want and 
how you feel, not to hurt, judge or wound the 
other person. By stating intention you are tak-
ing responsibility and allowing your audience 
to respond accordingly.

3 body lanGuaGe
In order to strengthen the impact and convey-
ance of your message, body language can

 ▹ accentuate,
 ▹ complement,
 ▹ substitute,
 ▹ contradict to.

If there is one element for you to remember, it 
is to ensure that your body language does not 
distract from the message you want to com-
municate.

3.1 whaT carries The message?
3.1.1 voice
Your voice has certain characteristics you are 
born with and you can learn to use it by play-
ing with most things you can influence like 
articulation, speed, volume, intonation.

3.1.2 eye conTacT and facial expressions 
Leave that deadpan expression to poker play-
ers. A good speaker realizes that appropriate 
facial expressions are an important part of 
effective communication. In fact, facial ex-
pressions are often the key determinant of 
the meaning behind the message. People 
watch a speaker’s face during a presentation. 
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When you speak your face – more clearly than 
any other part of the body – communicates 
to your audience your attitudes, feelings and 
emotions.

3.1.3 gesTures
Gestures support your presentation. They help 
to keep your audience awake. Use your hands 
to evoke emotions such as enthusiasm, pas-
sion. Though it is important not to exagger-
ate and repeat them too much or overdo. They 
should be used according to your personality 
and natural way of being and it’s perfectly OK 
not to use them though you prevent yourself 
to use a support.

3.2 voice
Your voice has the following features that will 
be described below:

 ▹ Volume is how loud the sound is. The 
goal is to be heard without shouting. Do 
not mumble, or whisper. (Even if you 
don’t want your audience to hear it – they 
will.) Also, don’t speak while writing on 
the flipchart.

 ▹ Tone is the characteristics of a sound. (eg. 
An airplane has a total different sound 
than leaves being rustled by the wind)

 ▹ Pitch describes how high or how low a 
note is.

 ▹ Pace is how long a sound lasts. Talking 
too fast causes the words and syllables to 
be short, while talking slowly lengthens 
them. People on average talk 120 words 
per minute. The human brain can inter-
pret words up to the speed of 480 words 
per minute.

 ▹ Colour is the richness of a voice, some 
people have e.g. a warm voice.

3.2.1 Tips for using your voice
3.2.1.1 When presenting

 ▹ Avoid being monotone
 ▹ Intonation: increase, decrease.
 ▹ Avoid using jargon, abbreviations, for-

eign words
 ▹ Use appropriate speed, pauses (not in the 

middle of a sentence), and articulation.
 ▹ Silence for 10sec. is OK, sometimes even 

good.
 ▹ New thought, new pitch – vary your pitch 

to convey a new point r message
 ▹ Don’t read, no excuses

3.2.1.2 For improving
 ▹ Record your voice on an audiotape.
 ▹ Play it back. Listen to it. Try to describe it.
 ▹ Watch for stop words like the “you know”, 
“eeeeers” and “ands”.
 ▹ Make three resolutions on improvement.
 ▹ Record and listen again.

 ▹ Look after your voice! – Drink plenty of 
water the night before – avoid red wine 
and cheese and anything with caffeine.

3.3 eye conTacT
“If you are not going to use eye contact in your 
presentation you might as well FedEx your 
message to the meeting.”

3.3.1 why?
Eye contact is the cement that binds together 
speakers and their audiences. It is the best and 
easiest way to keep in touch with your audi-
ence and to get feedback from them while pre-
senting. Eye contact makes the speaking situa-
tion a two-way communication process. While 
you are talking, your listeners are responding 
with their own non-verbal messages. Use your 
eyes to seek out this valuable feedback. It will 
tell you if they are interested, bored, tired, 
need a break.

3.3.2 how?
Good eye contact is not a matter of how long 
you look into someone’s eyes. It is a matter 
of punctuation. It is a registration of an idea, 
phrase, or even a word, by the continuous link-
ing up of the eyes.

 ▹ Look into the eyes; if you don’t dare to look 
into the eyes look between the eyes

 ▹ Don’t look at the floor, the ceiling, outside, …
 ▹ Look at everybody:

 – If your audience is big: divide in parts 
and look at the centre of every part

 – Don’t forget the sides when participants 
are sitting in a U-shape!!

 ▹ Look long enough: not just 1 second per 
person

 ▹ Maintain eye contact throughout your 
whole presentation
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 ▹ Select one person at the beginning – a 
friend, or a friendly face – and use him/
her as a start-up point.

 ▹ Look more or less 5 seconds in people’s 
eyes.

3.3.3 whaT prevenTs iT?
 ▹ Too much light. You are standing on a 

stage and a reflector points at you.
 ▹ You are too far from your audience.
 ▹ Hand-out. Think twice before you give 

them away during your presentation.
 ▹ “Cocktail Party Eyes” Your eyes tell your 

audience that you are not interested in 
them and wish to be somewhere else.

3.3.4 how To concenTraTe on eye conTacT 
and The presenTaTion aT The same Time?

 ▹ Be very well prepared. Be the master of 
your material. This will give you confi-
dence and will show in your eyes.

 ▹ Practice.

3.3.5 how To conTrol a person’s gaze?
Research shows that of the information re-
layed to a person’s brain, 87% comes via the 
eyes, 9% via the ears, and 4% via the other 
senses. While you are delivering a presenta-
tion or a training, if, for example, the person 
is looking at your visual aid as you are speak-
ing, he will absorb as little as 9% of your mes-
sage if your message is not directly related to 
what he sees. If the message is related to the 
visual aid, he will absorb only 25-30% of your 
message if he is looking at the visual aid. To 
maintain maximum control of his gaze, use 
a pen or a pointer to point to the visual aid 
and at the same time verbalize what he sees. 
Next, lift the pen from the visual aid and hold 
it between his eyes and your own eyes. This 
has the magnetic effect of lifting his head so 
that he is looking at your eyes and now he sees 
and hears what you are saying, thus achiev-
ing maximum absorption of your message. Be 
sure that the palm of your other hand is visible 
when you are speaking.

3.4 gesTures
Gestures are reflections of the speaker’s per-
sonality. What’s right for one speaker may not 
be for another. Here are some guidelines to 
help you become a dynamic effective speaker.

1. Respond naturally to what you think, feel and 
see – Don’t inhibit your impulse to gesture, you 
will probably become tense

2. Create the conditions for gesturing, not the 
gesture – When you speak you should be to-
tally involved in communicating – not think-
ing about your hands. Tour gestures should be 
motivated by the content of your presentation.

3. Suit the action to the word and the occasion 

– Your visual and verbal messages must func-
tion as partners in communicating the same 
thought or feeling. Every gesture you make 
should be purposeful and reflective of your 
words or the audience will note the effect, not 
the gesture itself.

4. Make your gestures convincing – Your ges-
tures should be lively and distinct if they are 
to convey the intended impressions. Effective 
gestures are vigorous enough to be convinc-
ing yet slow enough and broad enough to be 
clearly visible without being overpowering.

5. Make natural, spontaneous gesturing a habit 
– the first step is to determine what, if anything, 
you are doing now. Hands often reflect the 
nervousness of the speaker. Here’s a method 
to overcome on that:

 ▹ Record a presentation on video or ask a 
friend to watch you

 ▹ Get feedback only on your hand gestures.
 ▹ Take two heavy books (dictionaries) into 

each of your hands.
 ▹ Repeat the presentation. The gestures you 

see now are the real ones. The rest is nerv-
ousness and should be eliminated.

3.4.1 sTanding
Presentations are delivered standing.

 ▹ Stand unsupported, don’t lean on a table 
or a wall, …

 ▹ Don’t hide behind table, flipchart easel, 
even avoid using lecterns.

 ▹ Before you start your presentation spot 
the place where you will stand. Keep 
your both feet on the ground while sitting. 
Stand up fast and go to the place quickly, 
this will show confidence.

 ▹ Pay attention not to stand in front of 
visuals.

 ▹ You can have a ‘strong’ position: standing 
on 1 place, not or very little moving with the 
legs. The energy and focus is concentrated 
on the upper part of the body (face and 
hands), be sure to use them in a good way.

 ▹ You can have a ‘free walk’: moving around 
naturally. Be careful not to move too 
much and to move in a good way (not up 
and down, don’t turn around, …)

3.4.2 posTure and Body orienTaTion
 ▹ Turn towards the audience. Always face 

the audience.
 ▹ Don’t speak while writing on a flipchart. 
Try to write on a flipchart while you are 
standing beside it. You can ask someone 
else to write on the flipchart if necessary.

 ▹ Hands and arms not crossed. Crossed 
arms or hands are a sign of being closed, 
not crossed arms show openness, confi-
dence.
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3.4.3 movemenTs
Never move without a reason. Moving your 
body in a controlled, purposeful manner cre-
ates three benefits:

1. Supports and reinforces what you say
2. Attracts an audience’s attention
3. Burns up nervous energy and relieves 

physical tension.

The eye is inevitably attracted to a moving ob-
ject, so any body movement you make during a 
speech invites attention. Too much movement, 
even the right kind, can become distracting to 
an audience. Bear in mind the following types 
of body movement:

 ▹ Stepping forward during a speech suggest 
you are arriving at an important point

 ▹ Stepping backward indicates you’ve con-
cluded an idea and want the audience to 
relax for a moment

 ▹ Lateral movement implies a transitional 
action; it indicates you are leaving one 
thought and taking up another.

The final reason for body movement is the eas-
iest; to get from one place to another. In almost 
every speaking situation you must walk from 
the location you are addressing your audience 
to your props, especially if you are using visual 
aids. Always change positions by leading with 
the foot nearest your destination.

Use three positions with visual aids. Your 
“home” position is front and centre. The other 
two positions should be relatively near the 

“home” position. You can move to the right of 
the lectern and then to the left. Using and var-
ying these three positions prevents you from 
favouring one side of the audience. If you are 
speaking on stage, these three positions are 
called front centre, stage left and stage right. 
Never stand in front of any visual aid.

rememBer:
 ▹ Moving, changing places keeps the atten-

tion up.
 ▹ Don’t start marching up and down if not 

necessary
 ▹ Your walk should show confidence.
 ▹ Find the right place. Not too slow, not too 

fast.
 ▹ Use your arms and hands; never leave 

them in your pockets.
 ▹ Support your speech by using your arms 

and hands: show enthusiasm, support 
words but be careful for contradictory 
signs (e.g. saying ‘high’ but showing low).

4 What makes your messaGe stick?
Whatever you message may be, delivered in 
a speech or presentation, it is very important 
to have a strong layout for your material. You 

could have some great information for your 
presentation however the longer and more 
information you give your audience; the eas-
ier it will be to forget that initial information.

Though, it seems that some messages seem 
to stick while most fades away.

What makes some stories last longer in your 
mind when listening to them? How comes 
some ideas seem more memorable and others 
utterly forgettable?

Throughout their seemingly diverse re-
searches, the Heath brothers found and ex-
plained simply what makes ideas “sticky” and 
have identified 6 key principles they all seem 
to share: simple, unexpected, concrete, credi-
ble, emotional and stories.

We will discover them and how to make 
use of them while designing our presentation 
message.

4.1 simple
If everything is important, then nothing is 
important. If everything is a priority, then 
nothing is a priority. You must be ruthless in 
your efforts to simplify, not dumb down, your 
message to its absolute core. Find the single 
most important thing and share it.

Every idea can be reduced to its bare essen-
tial meaning, if you work hard enough. For 
your presentation, what's the key point? What's 
the core? Why does (or should) it matter?

4.2 unexpecTed
Surprise people! Surprise will get their in-
terest. But to sustain their interest, you have 
to stimulate their curiosity. The best way to 
do that is to pose questions or open holes in 
people's knowledge and then fill those holes.

Then hold attention… Make the audience 
aware, raise their interest, that they have a 
gap in their knowledge and then fill that gap 
with the answers to the puzzle (or guide them 
to the answers). Take people on a journey.

4.3 concreTe
Use natural speech and give real examples 
with real things, not abstractions. Speak of 
concrete images, not of vague notions. By 
being practical, help people understand and 
remember.

Proverbs are good at reducing abstract 
concepts to concrete, simple, but powerful 
and memorable language. For example, the 
expression "kill two birds with one stone" is 
more concrete than saying something like 

"let's work toward maximizing our productiv-
ity by increasing efficiency across many de-
partments, etc." And the phrase "...go to the 
moon and back" by JFK (and Ralph Kramden 
before him)? Now that's concrete. You can vis-
ualize that.
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4.4 crediBle
Your presentation has to make your audience 
believe in and agree with your message.

If you are famous in your field, you may 
have built-in credibility (but even that does 
not go as far as it used to).

During your presentation you can use con-
vincing details, present situations everybody 
could face and overcome using your message, 
testable credentials.

If you have to use statistics, make them ac-
cessible and practical. Most of the time, they 
support the message, they’re not the message.

4.5 emoTional
People are emotional beings. It is not enough 
to take people through a laundry list of talking 
points and information on your slides—you 
must make them feel something. Your mes-
sage should make people care. You can use the 
power of association to build your message more 
clearly in your audience’s schema of the world.

By an appeal to individual self-interest or 
group identity you can make them adhere to 
your message and act according to it.

4.6 sTories 
We tell stories all day long. This is how hu-
mans have always communicated. We tell 
stories with our words and even with our art 
and music. We express ourselves through the 
stories we share. We teach, we learn, and we 
grow through stories.

Stories get our attention and are easier to 
remember than lists of rules. People love Hol-
lywood, Bollywood, How I met your mothers, 
and numerous other films and series. People 
are attracted to "story."

Your presentation should make people 
think and/or act. Stories are inspiration and 
a simulation of an action; you make people 
think, visualise while telling them how fic-
tions characters act from various motives. You 
can also make it a call by providing to your au-
dience the energy to act.

4.7 summary
When designing the content of your message, 
use preferably what sticks... and make your 
audience

 ▹ Pay attention (Unexpected)
 ▹ Understand and remember (Concrete)
 ▹ Believe and agree (Credible)
 ▹ Care (Emotional)
 ▹ Act (Story)

Simplicity helps at many stages and, most im-
portant, it tells you what to say.

5 staGe performance
We’ve talked about how to create and support 
the narrative through words, presentation 
flow and visuals. Eventually, we’ll see how to 
refine presentation to make an emotional con-
nection with the audience. This final step is 
essential for anyone who wants to talk, walk, 
and look like a leader.

5.1 masTer sTage presence
How you say something is as important as 

what you say, if not more so. Body language 
and verbal delivery account for 63 to 90 per 
cent of the impression you leave on your au-
dience, depending upon which study you cite.

Pay attention to your body language. Main-
tain eye contact, have an open posture, and 
use hand gestures when appropriate. Don’t 
be afraid of using your hands. Research has 
shown that gestures reflect complex thinking 
and give the listener confidence in the speaker.

Vary your vocal delivery by adding inflection 
to your voice, raising or lowering your volume, 
as well as speeding up and slowing down. Also, 
let your content breathe. Pause. Nothing is as 
dramatic as a well-placed pause.

Record yourself. Watch your body language, 
and listen to your vocal delivery. Watching 
yourself on video is the best way to improve 
your presentation skills.   

5.2 maKe iT looK efforTless
Few speakers rehearse more than Steve Jobs. 
His preparation time is legendary among the 
people closest to him. Researchers have dis-
covered it takes about 10.000 hours of prac-
tice to achieve mastery in any given skill.

Practice, practice, and practice some more. 
Don’t take anything for granted. Review every 
slide, every demo, and every key message. You 
should know exactly what you’re going to say, 
when you’re going to say it, and how you’re 
going to say it.

Record your presentation. Spend a couple 
of hundred euros on a camcorder and record 
yourself. You don’t need to record the entire 
presentation. The first five minutes should 
give you plenty of information. Look for dis-
tracting body language and verbal tics, or 
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fillers. When possible, review the video with 
someone else.

Use the bucket method to prepare for tough 
questions.

1. Identify the most common questions 
likely to be raised. Clinton expected a question 
about her husband’s international foundation 
and its list of donors. Critics had widely publi-
cized the issue, saying her appointment would 
be a conflict of interest. She also knew that each 
of the world’s hot spots at the time would be fair 
game: Gaza, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, and others. For 
the car executives, the most common question 
would be along the lines, “How do you expect to 
sell cars in this economy?” Or, “Will 2009 only 
get worse for the auto industry?”

2. Place the questions into “buckets” or 
categories. There might be only one question 
in a bucket, as in the case of the Clinton Founda-
tion, or there might be several, as in the case of 
the carmakers and the economy. The point is to 
reduce the number of questions for which you 
must prepare. It’s uncanny, but in my experience 
training thousands of speakers, the majority of 
questions will fall into about seven categories.

3. Create the best answer you have for the 
category. And this is critical—the answer must 
make sense regardless of how the question is 
phrased. You must avoid getting pulled into a 
detailed discussion based on the wording of the 
question. For example, here is Clinton’s answer 

about her husband’s fund-raising efforts: “I am 
very proud to be the president elect’s nominee 
for secretary of state, and I am very proud of 
what my husband and the Clinton Foundation 
and the associated efforts he’s undertaken have 
accomplished, as well.”12 She would have said 
exactly the same thing regardless of how pointed 
the question from Republican senators was.

4. Listen carefully to the question, and 
identify a key word, a trigger, that will help 
you isolate the correct bucket from which to 
pull to your answer.

5. Look the person in the eye and respond 
with confidence.

You will find out that most lines of questions 
will fall into a limited number of categories.

5.3 wear appropriaTe cosTume
Steve Jobs has the easiest wardrobe selection 
in the world: it’s the same for all of his pres-
entations. His attire is so well known that even 

“Simpson” poked some good natured fun at 
him. Here is why it’s OK for him though could 
mean career suicide if we would follow his lead.

Dress like the leader you want to become, 
not for the position you currently have. Great 
leaders dress a little better than everyone else 
in the room. Remember, when Jobs was look-
ing for funding at the bank, he dressed in an 
expensive suit.
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Great leaders dress a little better than every-
one else in clothes that are appropriate for the 
culture.

5.4 Toss The scripT
Great presenters talks to the audience, not to 
their slides. They make strong eye contact be-
cause they have practiced effectively. We will 
see how to practice the right way so you, too, 
can toss the script.

Don’t read from notes except in special cir-
cumstances in which you must follow a step-
by-step process, such as a demonstration.

When you must read from notes, create 
no more than three or four large-font bul-
let points on one note card or sheet of paper. 
Create one note card per slide. If you’re using 
speaker’s notes in Keynote or PowerPoint pres-
entation software, keep your bullet points to 
no more than three or four. One is even better.

Use the visuals on your slide to prompt you 
to deliver just one key theme—one main mes-
sage—per slide. Think “one theme per slide.”

Great actors rehearse for months before 
opening night. The audience would walk out if 
an actor appeared onstage with a script in hand. 
We expect actors to speak naturally, not as 
though they had memorised lines, even though 
that is exactly what they did. Your audience ex-
pects the same. Following are 5 steps that will 
help you toss your script for a presentation.

1. Write your script in full sentences in 
the “notes” section of PowerPoint. This 
is not the time for extensive editing. Simply 
write your ideas in complete sentences. Do try, 
however, to keep your ideas to no more than 
four or five sentences.

2. Highlight or underline the key word 
from each sentence, and practice your 
presentation. Run through your script with-
out worrying about stumbling or forgetting 
a point. Glance at the key words to jog your 
memory.

3. Delete extraneous words from your 
scripted sentences, leaving only the key 
words. Practice your presentation again, this 
time using only the key words as reminders.

4. Memorize the one key idea per slide. 
Ask yourself, “What is the one thing I want my 
audience to take away from the slide?” The 
visual on the slide should complement the 
one theme. In this case, the visual becomes 
your prompter. For example, when Jobs talked 
about the Intel Core 2 Duo as the standard pro-
cessor built into the MacBook Air, his slide 
showed only a photo of the processor. The 

“one thing” he wanted the audience to know 
was that Apple had built an ultrathin computer 
with no compromise in performance.

5. Practice the entire presentation with-
out notes, simply using the slides as your 

prompter. By the time you execute these five 
steps, you will have rehearsed each slide four 
times, which is much more time than the aver-
age speaker commits to practicing a presentation.

5.5 have fun
Despite the extensive preparation that goes 
into a presentation, things don’t always go ac-
cording to plan. Nothing should put you off 
guard, because an important element of the 
exercise is to have some fun!

Treat presentations as “infotainment.” Your 
audience wants to be educated and enter-
tained. Truth, you are not a clown though have 
fun. It’ll show.

Never apologize. You have little to gain 
from calling attention to a problem. If your 
presentation encounters technical issues, ac-
knowledge it, smile, and move on. If it was not 
obvious to anyone but you, do not call atten-
tion to it.

Change your frame of reference. When 
something does not go exactly as planned, it 
did not “go wrong” unless you allow it to derail 
the rest of your presentation. Keep the big pic-
ture in mind, have fun, and let the small stuff 
roll off your back.

6 five key principles about the 
poWer of a presentation
6.1 TreaT your audience as King
They didn’t come to your presentation to see 
you. They came to find out what you can do 
for them. Success means giving them a reason 
for taking their time, providing content that 
resonates, and ensuring it’s clear what they 
are to do.

6.2 spread ideas and move people
Creating great ideas is what we were born to 
do; getting people to feel like they have a stake 
in what we believe is the hard part.
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Communicate your ideas with strong visual 
grammar to engage all their senses and they 
will adopt the ideas as their own.

6.3 help Them see whaT you’re saying
Epiphanies and profoundly moving experi-
ences come from moments of clarity. Think 
like a designer and guide your audience 
through ideas in a way that helps, not hinders, 
their comprehension. Appeal not only to their 
verbal senses, but to their visual senses as well.

6.4 pracTice design, noT decoraTion
Orchestrating the aesthetic experience 
through well-known but oft-neglected design 
practices often transforms audiences into 
evangelists. Don’t just make pretty talking 
points. Instead, display information in a way 
that makes complex information clear.

6.5 culTivaTe healThy relaTionships
A meaningful relationship between you, your 
slides, and your audience will connect people 
with content. Display information in the best 
way possible for comprehension rather than 
focusing on what you need as a visual crutch. 
Content carriers connect with people.

7 presentinG in Groups
You can make your presentation more colour-
ful and dynamic if you team up with others 
and create a presentation in group. Here are 
some tips that will help you.

 ▹ Choose a “shepherd” up-front. His/her 
task will be to coordinate and oversee the 
preparation, and make sure all informa-
tion is gathered, everyone’s task is clear, 
all points are covered and everybody 
made his/her homework.

 ▹ Choose an A/V person. This person will 
be responsible that every equipment you 
are using is in place and operational. If 
something goes wrong, he will fix it. If 
everything goes perfect, your audience 
will not even recognize his existence.

 ▹ Choose a director. A director is some-
body standing in the background behind 
the audience, and helps in your pres-
entation from outside. He/she can give 
signals when you are over time or you 
became flat. He can handle the lights/
ventilation in the room, and solve trou-
bles before those would reach you. He 
will watch you on your rehearsals and 
give feedback.

 ▹ Work as a team as much as possible on the 
preparations. Kick off with a brain storm-
ing session.

 ▹ Practice, practice, practice…together. Re-
hearsal is even more crucial if you don’t 
work alone. Give feedback to each other.

 ▹ To make your presentation dynamic, 
change your team members in every six 
minutes.

 ▹ Use different visuals for each member.
 ▹ You can also position your team mem-

bers in different locations throughout the 
room and switch between them, just as in 
a live coverage in the TV. This will give a 
feeling that your presentation is rolling, 
moving. It’s your theatre use it!

 ▹ “Together” is the keyword if you do pres-
entations in group.

 ▹ While another group member is present-
ing, pay attention to what that person is 
saying. If you are listening to your partner, 
you invite the audience to do the same.

☞ further readinGs  

If you want to develop your knowledge from this document, here are 
some references that were used when designing this training session: 

references
Stock.xchng (www.sxc.hu)
Morgue File (www.morguefile.com)
Flickr Creative Commons Pool (www.flickr.com/creativecommons)
Image After (www.imageafter.com)
Everystockphoto search engine (www.everystockphoto.com) 

Web links 
http://publicwords.typepad.com/
http://www.presentationzen.com/
http://blog.duarte.com/
http://TED.com
www.slideshare.net/ 
http://www.public-speaking.org/public-speaking-articles.htm
http://www.slideshare.net/cperrone/outsanding-presenta-
tions-4351640
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NFeDe_0wgvU

books 
Allan Pease – Body Language 
Nick Stanton – Mastering Communication 
Garr Reynolds – Presentation zen 
Nancy Duarte – Slide:olody 
Chip & Dan Heath – Made to stick 
Jerry Weissman – Presenting to win: the Art of telling your story 
Carmine Gallo – The presentation secrets of Steve Jobs 
Keith Johnstone – Impro for Storytellers 
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faciliTaTion  
for Trainers
eteY 2016 Pesaro 
 
trainers: elisa Vola, HerVe tunga

1 introduction
Facilitation is the condition of “make some-
thing easier”. But what is ‘Facilitation’, ‘Facili-
tate’ or ‘Facilitator’? The International Associ-
ation of Facilitators defines the following:  

The facilitative approach is to promote the 
involvement of all the group members at all 
the different levels, supporting discussions, 
collaboration and decision making. This is not 
only a very important skill for team work and 
leadership to have; it is also one of the most 
challenging concepts which need thorough 
understanding and a lot of practice.

Different facilitator styles can be adopted 
serving various purposes. Take for instance 
the Expert, the Teacher, the Trainer and the 
Chair. All four of them are working in a dif-
ferent environment, but all four of them are 
facilitating.

Chair: The chair ‘chairs’ (facilitates) a meet-
ing like a General Assembly or big plenary 
meeting in organizations or companies.

Trainer: A trainer is the facilitator during a 
training program.

Teacher: The teacher facilitated the classes 
at primary or secondary school.

Expert:  The expert has a specific knowl-
edge on one topic and has a lot of input.

If these styles would be put in a diagram with on 
the X-axis the importance of the PROCESS and 
on the Y-axis the importance of CONTENT you 
can see the different influence of content and 
process on the facilitative styles. A teacher will 

be more focusing on content adding (teaching) 
and giving input to the children in the class-
room and also facilitates the process. While a 
chair is not involved with the content of a dis-
cussion in a meeting but focusing on the pro-
cess (e.g. speaker list, everyone having a turn to 
speak, voting procedure etc.). This is of course a 
simple black/white comparison, but it will give 
you a clue on the importance of the different 
styles and influence of content and process.

We do believe that the main job of a trainer 
being about facilitating learning for a group 
of participants, this session has been designed 
with the focus on how to make use of the dy-
namics within each group of trainees to facil-
itate everyone’s learning.

This session will focus on the Group Dynam-
ics part and also Process and Space facilitation.

2 learninG objectives
By the end of the session, participants are ex-
pected: 

 ▹ To understand the importance of space 
and process facilitation;

 ▹ To realise how process develops in a train-
ing and how to facilitate it;

 ▹ To understand a 2 level relationship man-
agement in a training program;

 ▹ To analyse relationship development in 
a training program through a group dy-
namic model;

 ▹ To recognize, practice and implement dif-
ferent facilitation tools. 

3 role of a facilitator 
The facilitator has a twofold task: to understand 
and clarify the unique meaning each member 
individually construes from the situation and 
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to guide the process of achieving a shared, or 
socially constructed, understanding.

The facilitator not only encourages cooper-
ative problem solving (Maier, 1967), but also 
creates a supportive climate that favours open 
inquiry and the quest for meaning. She would 
encourage members to express objections and 
doubts, consider unpopular alternatives, and 
evaluate each decision with respect to shared 
objectives. Sibbet (2002) points out that facili-
tators need to make sense of all the interactions, 
expectations, emotions, and exchanges of infor-
mation in order to facilitate the group process. 
Therefore, they need to manage the complex 
flow of meanings from individuals and the 
group, as well as from their own understandings.

3.1 faciliTaTor compeTencies 
The International Association of Facilitators 
(IAF), whose mission is to promote, support, 
and advance the art and practice of facilitation, 
has undertaken the task of defining the es-
sential qualities of a professional facilitator to 
help facilitators perfect their practice, as well as 
serve prospective clients by clarifying expecta-
tions of facilitator’s performance. Defining the 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes that enable a 
facilitator to function effectively is essential to 
anyone who wishes to become a competent fa-
cilitator as well as to those seeking the services 
of one. Within this section we will define the 
core competencies of a facilitator.

The competency set, involving skills, knowl-
edge and attitudes for a facilitator defined by 
IAF goes as following:

 ▹ A. Create collaborative client relationships.
 ▹ B. Plan appropriate group processes.
 ▹ C. Create and sustain a participatory en-

vironment.
 ▹ D. Guide group to appropriate and useful 

outcomes.
 ▹ E. Build and maintain professional 

knowledge.
 ▹ F. Model positive professional attitude. 

A. Create Collaborative Client Relationships
1. Develop working partnerships
2. Design and customize applications to meet 
client needs
3. Manage multi-session events effectively

B. Plan Appropriate Group Processes
1. Select clear methods and processes that fos-
ter open participation, engages participants 
and achieve results
2. Prepare time and space to support group 
process

C. Create and Sustain a Participatory Environment
1. Demonstrate effective participatory and in-
terpersonal communication skills

2. Honour and recognize diversity, ensuring 
inclusiveness
3. Manage group conflict
4. Stimulates group creativity

D. Guide Group to Appropriate and Useful Out-
comes 
1. Guide the group with clear methods and 
processes
2. Facilitate group self-awareness about its 
task
3. Guide the group to consensus and desired 
outcomes 

E. Build and Maintain Professional Knowledge
1. Maintain a base of knowledge
2. Know a range of facilitation methods
3. Maintain professional standing

F. Model Positive Professional Attitude
1. Practice self-assessment and self-awareness
2. Act with integrity
3. Trust group potential and model neutrality

3.2 Key sTeps for effecTive faciliTaTors 
Effective facilitators need to attend to the fol-
lowing key steps… 

3.2.1 Build Rapport
Introduce yourself and your role as a facilita-
tor. Assure the group of your strict adherence 
to the cardinal rule of neutrality. 

3.2.2 Explain the Facilitation Process 
Explain the decision-making process and pro-
cedure of finding a solution to make sure that 
everyone knows exactly how things will be 
done. This common understanding will en-
sure that the meeting/training will focus on 
issues that have been mandated or agreed on 
and will not allow any party to take over the 
meeting with its own agenda. 

3.2.3 Emphasize That the Process Is Result-Oriented
Explain that to achieve successful outcomes, 
the process needs to focus on issues and solu-
tions rather than politics or personalities. If the 
discussion is not regulated and focused, some 
individuals may wander all over the map, go 
around in circles, or get bogged down in trivial 
side issues, and then the process may become 
unproductive. It may be helpful to focus on 
one issue at a time, because that allows the fa-
cilitator to jot down the various contributions, 
summarize the best ideas, and reach some con-
sensus before moving to the next issue.  

3.2.4 Establish Ground Rules
Keep the meetings on time, and follow the 
agreed-on agenda and objectives. Empha-
size the importance of avoiding accusatory, 
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inflammatory, and injurious statements and 
the need to express opinions clearly. Ensure 
that everyone has the right to speak, question, 
disagree, change one’s views, be heard, and 
treated with respect. No one is allowed to in-
sult others or sabotage the process through 
nonparticipation or passive aggression. 

3.2.5 Clarify the Objectives and Goals 
It is important to identify and clarify the objec-
tives and goals of the group. The process can-
not move forward unless the parties involved 
can agree on what they need to accomplish. 

3.2.6 Manage Meaning Systems
It is essential that the facilitator, through a 
variety of skills, such as empathizing, reflect-
ing, and summarizing, help the group create a 
system of shared meanings by grasping each 
individual meaning system and their simi-
larities and differences. The rapid exchange 
of information needs to be synthesized and 
crystallized to manageable building blocks in 
order to construct shared meanings.

3.2.7 Manage Group Dynamics
Observe the group dynamics, dominating per-
sonalities, and patterns of interactions. Make 
sense of the emotional undercurrents, and 
monitor the emotional intensity from mo-
ment to moment. The facilitator has the skills 
to manage potential conflicts and emotional 
levels to ensure that group dynamics remain 
positive and constructive.

3.2.8 Teach Some Basic Skills 
Depending on the needs of each group, the 
facilitator may provide instructions on basic 
skills, such as active and proactive listening, 
empathy, and dialogue. When the situation 
involves racial and cultural conflict, it also 
is helpful to teach some basic cross-cultural 
counselling skills. 

3.2.9 Provide Feedback 
After each session, there needs to be some 
time for feedback and reflection. This exercise 
serves two important functions: it is a self-cor-
rective process, and it demonstrates a spirit of 
openness and the desire to improve. 

3.2.10 Identify and Celebrate Progress
Identifying and celebrating each small vic-
tory along the way helps maintain a positive 
climate and create the momentum toward 
success. 

3.2.11 Debrief
At the conclusion of the process, debriefing 
will help evaluate what has been accomplished 
and create a sense of closure. It will also be a 

time for healing, repairing, and consolidating.

4 facilitation anchor Grid
When it comes to facilitation of groups, three 
different dimensions can be distinguished. 
Facilitators need not only to take care of the 
actual process to facilitate, but also space and 
people facilitation are relevant aspects. These 
three dimensions together make the Facilita-
tion Anchor Grid. 

4.1 space
The facilitator is responsible for creating the 
environment that evokes participation. Long 
before the session begins, decisions about the 
physical setting, the emotional climate, and 
purposeful agenda design are made to achieve 
the targeted outcomes of the meeting. Space 
arrangements, together with appropriate 
group processes and facilitator style, can bring 
a vibrant energy, wholeness, and balance into 
group deliberations and dialogue by honour-
ing all participants, making it easy for them to 
hear and see everything, and not letting one 
position adversely dominate the discussion. 
The physical setting becomes a comfortable 
and safe container in which the facilitated 
discussions, consensus decision making, and 
win-win solutions occur that engender owner-
ship and commitment and move a group into 
action. Its importance is such that effective fa-
cilitators should always take the time needed 
to pay detailed attention to it. 

Setting: Facilitating the setting means car-
ing about the format, mapping and division of 
the room or space. Relevant here is the size of 
the room, the position of the group members 
towards each other and the facilitator, and the 
position of tables and visuals.

Environmental Factors: Factors as light, 
sounds and smell can influence a meeting or 
training. As facilitator you need to take into 
account that a noisy area (e.g. loud music, or a 
building site next to your meeting room) can be 
disruptive. Facilitators should make sure in ad-
vance that there will be no major disturbances 
and react when facing such during a process – 
breaks, moving to another setting or changing 
the setting accordingly are measures here. 

Room: The room you choose should be fitting 
to the purpose; make sure that it is big enough 
(e.g. for work in smaller groups, interactive 
parts) and that you have all the furniture you 
need (enough tables, chairs, space at the wall). 
Important is to have a closed room without any 
distractions (noise, smell, people walking by).

Equipment: Make sure you have all the 
equipment at hand you need – this could be 
flipcharts, beamer, technical devices, internet, 
markers, post-its. Allow only necessary tech-
nical devices for the group.
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Visuals: Good visualisation makes it easier for 
the group to follow the discussion: Take notes 
on flipcharts, provide a schedule and nametags, 
visualise the outcomes and put it to the walls.

Atmosphere: The atmosphere is very im-
portant; you need to prepare differently if you 
aim at an informal meeting where people feel 
very comfortable, or if you aim at a focused 
work atmosphere. The atmosphere is influ-
enced by light (bright/dimmed), the room it-
self, the furniture (comfortable armchairs and 
sofas/working chairs and desks).

Illumination: Daylight and bright illumi-
nation is making people more focused and 
keeps them in a better mood.

Acoustics: Make sure that the acoustics of 
the room are good, i.e. no distracting noises, 
everyone can understand everyone, micro-
phone for big groups.

Breaks: Change the environment for the 
breaks, provide enough snacks and drinks, 
make some energisers.

General: This is often forgotten, but mind 
the room temperature and open the windows, 
fresh air is important to concentrate!

Seating patterns: Next to the room, the 
seating patterns can have influence on the in-
teraction levels of the participants of a meet-
ing. Let’s see some advantages and disadvan-
tages here below.

4.2 process 
Information: Managing information and pro-
viding the means for people to convert infor-
mation to real knowledge is another task of 
facilitators. He/she should pay attention to 
language, examples and outcomes.

Operations: Managing operations includes the 
facilitator’s decision on logistics to use, activities 
to undertake and tools to apply in order form the 
process and produce the results aimed at.

Energy: Managing energy incorporates 
cognitive as well as affective issues related to 
group dynamics. Creating safety in a group, 
attending to pace, managing conflicts, over-
coming resistance, encouraging participation 
and practicing non-attachment are among the 
principles related to managing energy.

An illustration of a Group Facilitation Process:

4.2.1 generaTe ideas
Once the main challenge, topic, is presented, the Facilitator should use 
techniques which foster divergent thinking. For participants to generate 
ideas, when possible in free-for-all open discussion(s), gather diverse opin-
ions, and other techniques in order to unpack the logic of a problem.

The main goal is to generate as many ideas and options as possible.

4.2.2 organise informaTion
The Facilitator should propose techniques which will organise the infor-
mation, without judging it. 

The main goal is to organise the information in a clear way before starting to 
evaluate their pertinence. 

4.2.3 prioriTise and decide 
The convergent thinking phase aims at evaluating the alternatives, sum-
marising the key points, sorting ideas into categories, reaching a conclusion. 

4.2.4 plan fuTure acTion
A decision has been taken by the group; the Facilitator should ensure that 
an action plan is designed regarding the application of the decision. 

4.2.5 evaluaTe
Before closing the process, the Facilitator should make sure that the evalu-
ation of the group outcomes will take place and that the Facilitation process 
itself will be evaluated. 

4.2.6 process faciliTaTion ToolBox
There are many tools a facilitator can use in a training setting to help 
navigate the discussion and make the experience to go from point A to 
point B as efficient as possible. Some are verbal; some are non-verbal or 
para-verbal tools. All of them are useful in the correct setting and when 
used with moderation – also bear in mind that different people learn best 
through different styles so a good mix of different tools should be on your 
back pocket! The following table shows an example of a list of facilitation 
tools, most used in training setting.

4.2.7 preparado
Robert Pike offered “six P’s of an effective presentation”: “Proper Prepa-

ration and
Practice Prevent Poor Performance”. Based on that Jeff Bracken devel-

oped his 8Ps for effective facilitation planning and preparation.
Facilitators work is rather challenging, and encounters emergencies, 

last-minute changes, unpredictable shifts in group dynamics, and other 
surprises, and to these situations he/she is expected to react in a fluid, 
flexible way. A systematic approach to facilitation planning and prepara-
tion can help facilitator to deal with these realities, continuously improve 
performance, and increase the value provided to clients.

The Eight Ps and the dozens of practical tips and techniques that they 
include will help make the task of facilitation planning and preparation 
easier and increase personal effectiveness as a facilitator.
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Following is an overview of the approach: 
 ▹ Perspective—developing an understand-

ing of the client’s organization and operat-
ing situation to provide a context for your 
facilitation project

 ▹ Purpose—clarifying the needs and ex-
pectations of the client and their stake-
holders

 ▹ People—considering stakeholder demo-
graphics and dynamics

 ▹ Product—defining the specific work 
product, content, and format to meet cli-
ent requirements

 ▹ Place—anticipating and managing the 
details and logistics of the physical meet-
ing space

 ▹ Process—customizing the facilitation 
process design, materials, and evaluation 
to the client’s perspective, purpose, peo-
ple, product, and place

 ▹ Practice—reviewing process documen-
tation and materials and rehearsing your 
delivery

 ▹ Personal preparation—being mentally, 
emotionally, and physically ready to per-
form and paying attention to your long-
term personal and professional develop-
ment.

4.3 people
Emotions: A facilitator needs to have a sense 
of emotions of the people to facilitate. To un-
derstand and consider the emotions of the in-
dividuals and the group can help the facilita-
tor to facilitate the meeting as best as possible. 
Anticipation and intervention is especially 
required when an individual or the group en-
dangers the meeting effectiveness.

Relations: The relations (professional and 
private ones) between the different people in 
the meeting – but also the relation towards 
the topic – influence the facilitated process. If 
possible, those relations should be assessed 
before the meeting to ensure a good flow and 
to avoid complications during the process.

Involvement: The facilitator needs to pay at-
tention to the involvement of all group mem-
bers. The level of activity depends on the en-
ergy level, personality and the relevance of the 
topic for individuals.

5 further readinGs
If you want to develop your knowledge from 
this document, here are some references that 
were used when designing this training ses-
sion:

5.1 BooKs
 ▹ Facilitation Toolbox, Angela Scaueru & 

Herve Tunga
 ▹ Basic Facilitation skills, The American 

Society for Quality
 ▹ The IAF Handbook of Group Facilitation, 

Sandy Schuman
 ▹ Facilitation Basics, Donald V. McCain & 

Deborah D. Tobey
 ▹ The Facilitator’s Pocketbook, John 
Townsend & Paul Donovan

 ▹ The Trainer’s Pocketbook, John Townsend
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learning sTyles
eteY 2016 Pesaro 
 
trainers: elisa Vola, HerVe tunga

1. Goals of the session:
By the end of the session, participants are ex-
pected: 

 ▹ Understand the importance of Adult 
learning

 ▹ Explore the different steps of the Learn-
ing cycle and its modifications

 ▹ Learn and explore two different existing 
learning styles models

2. about adult learninG
The first step in understanding the process 
of training is to understand how the learning 
happens for an adult. As we know, adults learn 
in a different way than children. What is their 
motivation? What helps them learn? What 
hinders their learning process? Training is not 
teaching: a trainer does not aspire to ‘tell’ peo-
ple what they have to learn or what to do, but 
to ‘show’ them, and for that, he/she has to un-
derstand what has the most powerful impact 
and why before going forward into designing 
the training. Adult learning is an increasingly 
complex field and the theories that have been 
developed over the past decades are plenty to 
choose from. This handout will provide the 
theories that we found being the most rele-
vant to training and the type of learning that 
training offers to the learner.

"Perspectives on adult learning have changed 
dramatically over the decades. Adult learning 
has been viewed as a process of being freed from 
the oppression of being illiterate, a means of gain-
ing knowledge and skills, a way to satisfy learner 
needs, and a process of critical self-reflection that 
can lead to transformation. The phenomenon of 
adult learning is complex and difficult to capture 
in any one definition." Cranton, P. (1994). Un-
derstanding and Promoting Transformative 
Learning. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 3

Wherever you look in the vast theories that 
populate the learning studies field, there’s one 
thing that everyone seems to agree on: adults 
learn differently from young people. Training 
as an activity of creating understanding, ac-
quiring skills or changing attitudes usually 
deals with people who are, if not yet adults, 
very close to becoming ones.

Adult learners usually approach learning dif-
ferently than younger learners:

 ▹ they are more self-guided in their learn-
ing;

 ▹ they bring more, and expect to bring 
more, to a learning situation because of 
their wider experience - and can take 
more away;

 ▹ they require learning "to make sense";
 ▹ they will learn when they understand the 

utility of the topic in their lives and when 
they can apply it in their immediate re-
alities.

As adults have their learning process boosted 
through activities that incorporate experien-
tial learning (also brain-friendly activities), we 
need to bear in mind that our activities respect 
the 5 Pillars of Experiential Learning:

1. It should bring/allow positive emotional 
experience

2. It should provide multi-sensory stimula-
tion and novelty

3. It should include instructional variety and 
choices

4. It should allow active participation and 
collaboration

5. It should take place in an informal learn-
ing environment

When you want to facilitate a process of learn-
ing, you first think about the fact that whatever 
your goals are, people will need to remember 
the information, and the question following 
naturally is: what do they remember better? 
And how?

To answer these questions and dive deeper 
in this topic, we will use for that the theory 
developed by Edgar Dale: Dale’s Cone of Ex-
perience.
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Edgar Dale (1900-1985) was an American Ed-
ucationist, who made several contributions to 
audio and visual instruction. When Dale re-
searched learning and teaching methods he 
found out that much of what we found to be 
true of direct and indirect (and of concrete and 
abstract) experience could be summarised in 
a pyramid or ‘pictorial device’, Dale called ‘the 
Cone of Experience’. According to this model, 
it is said that people remember:

The Cone of Experience purports to inform 
viewers of how much people remember based 
on how they encounter information. The per-
centages –> 5% (lecture), 10% (reading), 20% 
(audio-visual), 30% (demonstration), 50% 
(group discussion), 70% (practice by doing) 
and 90% (teaching others) are not a result of 
a research, but have been used by Dale to show 
tendencies and is valuable as a metaphor, as 
he had originally designed it.

Dale points out that it would be a danger-
ous mistake to regard the bands on the cone 
as rigid, inflexible divisions. One of the things 
that are to be extracted from it is that the 
degree of retention and remembering in-
creases along with the involvement of the 
learner in the process and with how much 
he gets the experience what he is learning.

3. kolb learninG cycle
David A. Kolb (1939-present) was an Ameri-
can educational theorist whose interests and 
publications focus on experiential learning. 
One of his most notable and famous works is 
described as the Kolb Learning Cycle. Kolb's 
learning theory sets out four distinct learning 
styles (or preferences), which are based on a 
four-stage learning cycle (which might also be 
interpreted as a 'training cycle'). In this respect 
Kolb's model is particularly elegant, since it 
offers both a way to understand individual 
people's different learning styles, and also an 
explanation of a cycle of experiential learning 
that applies to us all. Kolb includes this 'cycle 
of learning' as a central principle his experi-
ential learning theory, typically expressed as 
four-stage cycle of learning, in which 'im-
mediate or concrete experiences' provide a 
basis for 'observations and reflections'. These 
'observations and reflections' are assimi-
lated and distilled into 'abstract concepts' 
producing new implications for action which 
can be ‘actively tested’ in turn creating new 
experiences.

Kolb says that ideally (and by inference not 
always) this process represents a learning cy-
cle or spiral where the learner 'touches all the 
bases', ie., a cycle of experiencing, reflecting, 
thinking, and acting.

Kolb's model therefore works on two levels - a 
four-stage cycle:

1. Concrete Experience [feeling] - (CE)
2. Reflective Observation [watching] - (RO)
3. Abstract Conceptualization [thinking] - 

(AC)
4. Active Experimentation [doing] - (AE)

and a four-type definition of learning styles, 
(each representing the combination of two 
preferred styles, rather like a two-by-two ma-
trix of the four-stage cycle styles, as illustrated 
below), for which Kolb used the terms:

1. Diverging (CE/RO)
2. Assimilating (AC/RO)
3. Converging (AC/AE)
4. Accommodating (CE/AE)

Immediate or concrete 
experiences lead to 
observations and reflec-
tions. These reflections 
are then assimilated (ab-
sorbed and translated) 
into abstract concepts 
with implications for 
action, which the person 
can actively test and ex-
periment with, which in 
turn enable the creation 
of new experiences

Knowing a person's (and your own) learning 
style enables learning to be orientated ac-
cording to the preferred method. That said, 
everyone responds to and needs the stimulus 
of all types of learning styles to one extent or 
another - it's a matter of using emphasis that 
fits best with the given situation and a person's 
learning style preferences.

Here are brief descriptions of the four Kolb 
learning styles:

Diverging (feeling and watching - CE/RO) 
- These people are able to look at things from 
different perspectives. They are sensitive. 
They prefer to watch rather than do, tending 
to gather information and use imagination to 
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solve problems. They are best at viewing con-
crete situations several different viewpoints. 
Kolb called this style 'Diverging' because 
these people perform better in situations that 
require ideas-generation, for example, brain-
storming.

Assimilating (watching and thinking - AC/
RO) - The Assimilating learning preference 
is for a concise, logical approach. Ideas and 
concepts are more important than people. 
These people require good clear explanation 
rather than practical opportunity. They excel 
at understanding wide-ranging information 
and organizing it a clear logical format. Peo-
ple with an Assimilating learning style are 
less focused on people and more interested in 
ideas and abstract concepts. People with this 
style are more attracted to logically sound 
theories than approaches based on practical 
value.

Converging (doing and thinking - AC/AE) 
- People with a Converging learning style can 
solve problems and will use their learning to 
find solutions to practical issues. They prefer 
technical tasks, and are less concerned with 
people and interpersonal aspects. People 
with a Converging learning style are best at 
finding practical uses for ideas and theories. 
They can solve problems and make decisions 
by finding solutions to questions and prob-
lems. They are more attracted to technical 
tasks and problems than social or interper-
sonal issues.

Accommodating (doing and feeling - CE/
AE) - The Accommodating learning style is 
'hands-on', and relies on intuition rather than 
logic. These people use other people's analysis, 
and prefer to take a practical, experiential ap-
proach. They are attracted to new challenges 
and experiences, and to carrying out plans. 
They commonly act on 'gut' instinct rather 
than logical analysis. People with an Accom-
modating learning style will tend to rely on 
others for information than carry out their 
own analysis.

Most people clearly exhibit clear strong 
preferences for a given learning style. The 
ability to use or 'switch between' different 
styles is not one that we should assume comes 
easily or naturally to many people.

4. six levels of knoWledGe
The need to make a distinction between differ-
ent types of learning outcomes stems from the 
need to distinguish different levels and types 
of training provided. The most common out-
comes in youth training are usually at the level 
of attitudes, cognitive strategies and intellec-
tual skills.

4.1 Knowledge/rememBering
This level is defined as the awakening of new knowledge or the knowing 
of previously learned material or retrieving, recognizing, and recalling 
relevant knowledge from long-term memory. This may involve the recall 
of a wide range of material, from knowing common terms, specific facts, 
methods, procedures, basic concepts, and principles which can be used on 
a multiple choice examination.

This level represents the lowest level of learning outcomes in the cogni-
tive domain. Ways to access this learning domain is to use multiple-choice 
tests, ask the participants to recount facts or statistics, ask for definitions 
or rules and quote a procedure.

Learning objectives at this level: know common terms, know specific facts, 
know methods and procedures, know basic concepts, know principles.

4.2 comprehension
This level involves being aware of the literal message contained in com-
munication and being able to show a grasp of the relationships between 
each of these elements in your content. The components of understanding 
include self-regulation, interpretation and extrapolation.
This may involve the use of self-regulation behaviour that is best exempli-
fied by restating the problem in the students’ own words, making the infor-
mation personal or modifying the information to something which is more 
meaningful, such as changing a step-by-step process into a flow diagram.

Learning objectives at this level: understand facts and principles, interpret 
verbal material, interpret charts and graphs, translate verbal material to math-
ematical formulae, estimate the future consequences implied in data, justify 
methods and procedures.

4.3 applicaTion
This level refers to the ability to use learned material in a new or un-
prompted use of an abstraction. It is the use of a concept in a new situation 
or unprompted use of an abstraction. It is also includes applying what was 
learned to novel situation in another location. This may involve applying 
things such as rules, methods, concepts, principles, laws, and theories.

Learning objectives at this level: apply concepts and principles to new sit-
uations, apply laws and theories to practical situations, solve mathematical 
problems, construct graphs and charts, and demonstrate the correct usage of a 
method or procedure.
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4.4 analysis
This learning level can be described as the ability to exam-
ine a problem area in your subject and identify the various 
components, breaking the problem down, in order to better 
be able to focus attention on each. Analysing distinguishes 
between facts and inferences and determines how the parts 
relate to one another and to an overall structure.

This may involve the ability to draw conclusions from 
data or from information that provides factual information. 
It may also include asking for an explanation or interpreta-
tion of meaning from a given statement.

Learning objectives at this level: recognize unstated as-
sumptions, recognizes logical fallacies in reasoning, distinguish 
between facts and inferences, evaluate the relevancy of data, an-
alyse the organizational structure of a work (art, music, writing).

4.5 synThesis
This learning level refers to the ability to make judgement 
based on criteria or standards, to combine parts to form new 
concept or idea. It is about compiling information together 
in a different way by combining elements in a new pattern 
or proposing alternative solutions

Learning objectives at this level: write a well-organized pa-
per, give a well-articulated speech, write a creative short story 
(or poem or music), propose a plan for an experiment, integrate 
learning from different areas into a plan for solving a problem, 
formulate a new scheme for classifying objects (or events, or ideas).

4.6 evaluaTion/creaTion
This is the highest in the cognitive hierarchy because they 
contain elements of all the other categories, plus conscious 
value judgments based on clearly defined criteria. In this 
level, there is an expectation that the person can correlate 
elements in order to form unique or functional whole. It may 
also include terminology that includes: judgements being 
made, the values, purpose, or ideas; solutions, as perhaps 
even methods.

This may involve creativity and may include writing a 
well-organized theme or giving a speech. It also integrates 
learning from different areas into a plan for solving a prob-
lem, or developing new classifying etc.

Learning objectives at this level: judge the logical consist-
ency of written material, judge the adequacy with which conclu-
sions are supported by data, judge the value of a work (art, music, 
writing) by the use of internal criteria, judge the value of a work 
(art, music, writing) by use of external standards of excellence.

To sum up, here are the 6 levels of learning:
1. Knowledge – to recall, recognise, being aware of existence
2. Comprehension – to translate from one form to another
3. Application – to apply or use information in a new sit-

uation
4. Analysis – to examine a situation and break it down 

into parts
5. Synthesis – to put together information in a new way
6. Evaluation – to judge based on explicit criteria.
(Adapted from Klatt (1999) and Krathwohl, Bloom and 

Masia (1964).

A training program is designed so that after the training is 
done, the participant knows or will be able to…..

5 4mat learninG types
The 4MAT model explains learning in terms of the ways peo-
ple perceive and process information.

5.1 perceiving
Human perception - the ways people take in new informa-
tion - occurs in an infinite variety of ways, all of which range 
between experience and conceptualization.

Experience - Perception by personal engagement - sen-
sations, emotions, physical memories; the immediate; the 
self. Being in it.

Conceptualization - The translation of experience in 
conceptual forms - ideas, language, hierarchies, naming sys-
tems. An abstract approach to learning. Being apart from it.

The interplay between the “feeling” of experience and 
the “thinking” of conceptualization is crucial to the learning 
process. It connects the personal values and perceptions of 
students to those of expert learners.

5.2 processing
Human processing - what people do with new information 

- occurs in an infinite variety of ways, all of which range be-
tween reflection and action.

Reflection - Transforming knowledge by structuring, or-
dering, intellectualizing.

Action - Applying ideas to the external world; testing, do-
ing, manipulating.

The interplay between the “watching” of reflection and the 
“doing” of action is crucial as it provides the impetus for act-
ing on internal ideas. It encourages the learner to test ideas 
in the real world and adapt what they learn to multiple and 
ambiguous situations.

We can draw the way people perceive and process infor-
mation as an axis, giving us 4 quadrants. These for quad-
rants each resemble one learning style, which for ease are 
just numbered from 1 to 4.

5.3 4 Types of learners
5.3.1 Type one learners
Perceive information through direct experience and process 
it through reflecting. They learn by feeling their experiences, 
being present to them, trusting in their perceptions, and be-
ing open to sensory input. They take time to reflect and pon-
der their experience. They seek meaning and clarity. They 
integrate experience with the Self. They learn primarily in 
dialogue, by listening and sharing ideas. They excel in view-
ing these ideas from many perspectives. They have highly 
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developed imaginations. They are insightful, 
absorbing reality, taking in the climate. They 
thrive on lots of reflecting time, especially 
when pondering new ideas. They seek com-
mitment. They work for harmony and clue in 
to the needs of others with ease. They are great 
mentors. They nurture others to help them ac-
complish their goals. They tackle problems by 
reflecting alone and then brainstorming with 
others. They exercise authority through group 
participation. If participants are forced into a 
conflict situation (which is usually difficult for 
them); they will deal with it through dialogue 
and a great deal of listening.
They build trust through personal interactions.

Their favourite question is "Why?" They seek to 
know the underlying values.

5.3.2 Type Two learners
Perceive information through abstract con-
cepts and process it through reflecting. They 
learn by thinking through experiences, judg-
ing the accuracy of what they encounter, ex-
amining details and specifics. They take the 
time to reflect and ponder on what they ex-
perience. They seek to achieve goals and to 
be personally effective. They integrate their 
observations into what they already know, 
forming theories and concepts. They excel 
in traditional learning environments and 
are thorough and industrious. They judge 
new learning by how theoretically sound it 
is. They are intrigued by how systems func-
tion. They look for structure. They thrive on 
stimulating lectures and readings. They seek 
continuity and certainty and are wary of sub-
jective judgments. They have clearly defined 
goals and monitor cutting-edge research in 
their fields. They want to be as knowledgeable 
and accurate as possible. They are systematic. 
They tackle problems with logic and analysis. 
They exercise authority with principles and 
procedures. If they are forced into a conflict 
situation, they deal with it systematically, dis-
secting the problem before coming to a con-
clusion. They build trust by knowing the facts 
and presenting them systematically.

Their favourite question is "What?" They seek 
to know what the experts know.

5.3.2 Type Two learners
Perceive information through abstract con-
cepts and process it through reflecting. They 
learn by thinking through experiences, judg-
ing the accuracy of what they encounter, ex-
amining details and specifics. They take the 
time to reflect and ponder on what they ex-
perience. They seek to achieve goals and to 
be personally effective. They integrate their 
observations into what they already know, 
forming theories and concepts. They excel 

in traditional learning environments and 
are thorough and industrious. They judge 
new learning by how theoretically sound it 
is. They are intrigued by how systems func-
tion. They look for structure. They thrive on 
stimulating lectures and readings. They seek 
continuity and certainty and are wary of sub-
jective judgments. They have clearly defined 
goals and monitor cutting-edge research in 
their fields. They want to be as knowledgeable 
and accurate as possible. They are systematic. 
They tackle problems with logic and analysis. 
They exercise authority with principles and 
procedures. If they are forced into a conflict 
situation, they deal with it systematically, dis-
secting the problem before coming to a con-
clusion. They build trust by knowing the facts 
and presenting them systematically.

Their favourite question is "What?" They seek 
to know what the experts know.

5.3.3 Type Three learners
Perceive information through abstract con-
cepts and process through acting. They learn 
by thinking through their experiences, judg-
ing the usefulness of what they encounter. 
They take the time to figure out what can be 
done with what they learn. They seek utility 
and results. They integrate new learning by 
testing theories. They excel at down-to-earth 
problem solving, often tinkering to make 
things work. They learn best with hands-on 
techniques. And once they have it, they move 
quickly to mastery. They are pragmatists, they 
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need closure and they like to get things done. They thrive 
in the company of competent people and excel at problem 
solving. They seek to get to the heart of things. They work for 
deadlines and "keep to the plan." They like to be considered 
competent. They help others to be competent. They tackle 
problems quickly, often with-out consulting others. They 
exercise authority with reward and punishment. If they are 
forced into a conflict situation, they deal with it by creating 
solutions. They build trust with straightforward forcefulness.

Their favourite question is "How does this work?" They seek to 
know the usability of theory.

5.3.4 Type four learners
Perceive information through direct experience and process 
through acting. They learn from their perceptions and the 
results of their experiences. They are open to all manner of 
sensory input. They take the time to consider the possibil-
ities of what they learn. They seek challenge and are risk 
takers. They integrate their present experiences with future 
opportunities. They learn primarily through self-discovery. 
They excel at synthesizing. They are flexible and flourish 
in challenging situations. They are enthusiastic about en-
riching reality, putting new "spins" on things. They thrive 
on chaotic situations. They seek to influence others. They 
push their potential. They are at ease with all types of people. 
They actively seek growth and pressure others to do so. They 
tackle problems with their intuition. They exercise authority 
by influence and expect their people to be accountable. If 
they are forced into a conflict situation, they react emotion-
ally and then move to cool rationality. They build trust with 
high communication skills and openness.

Their favourite question is "If ?" or “What if ?” They seek to 
know the possibilities.

6 4mat learninG process
The main idea is to design the training in such a way that 
all different learning types are addressed, meaning that all 
participants will feel comfortable with the way the training 
was delivered, and that it will maximise the learning.

The origin of the process is the quadrant as presented 
above. Now what we do is we move from a static approach 
to a dynamic approach. During a training we will move from 
each quadrant to the next, reaching the full learning spectre.

Engaging learners (WHY) – this part is about creating an 
interesting situation, example, something that intrigues the 
trainees and motivates them to stay in the classroom and pay 
attention for the rest of the time. It can also serve to explain 
the relevance of the taught content, why do we actually need 
to deal with it. As the title says it creates a basic bond be-
tween the learner and the material, which helps maintaining 
focus later on.

Informing learners (WHAT) – this part is about present-
ing the underlying concept, building the model, and pro-
viding lots of data and background information. Normally 
this is what goes on during lectures. What should be kept in 
mind though is that all this should be still done in a colour-
ful, creative way to enhance learning efficiency.

Providing opportunity to try it out, interpret (HOW) – 
this part is moving toward applications. How can we put into 
use the theory what we have learned? For skill development 
training it is the part when you start practicing new skills, 
but this time still with the aid of the instructor.

Providing opportunity to creatively integrate new ma-
terial (IF) – in this part the trainee should already possess all 
the necessary theory and skills we thought. Now it is time 
to let him to try it out and find his own most suitable strat-
egy. One way to do so is by presenting a complex problem 
where he can practice his new skills. Another important use 
of this quadrant is to prepare for the follow-up (what we also 
call transfer) of the training. What will happen in the future 
that keeps trainees motivated to use and sharpen the learned 
skills/knowledge?

What is important to note here: the order should always 
be followed and not mixed. The process always starts at the 
WHY quadrant. The interesting thing is that this cycle can 
not only be used for one training, but also in a smaller way 
for a specific training block, but also in a bigger picture, for 
designing an entire training event.
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For the visuals among us:

7 vak model (visual, auditory and kinesthetic)
The VAK learning style model implies that people can be 
divided into three different kinds of learners, being: Visual, 
Auditory and Kinesthetic/Tactile. This is one of the most 
popular models around because of its simplicity, however it 
is not fully supported by research.

Visual learners learn through seeing...They pay a lot of 
attention to body language and facial expression to fully 
understand the content of a message. They may think in 
pictures and learn best from visual displays including: dia-
grams, illustrated text books, videos and flipcharts. During 
a training, visual learners often prefer to take detailed notes 
to absorb the information.

To integrate this style into the learning environment there 
are some elements you should take into account, as in: use 
graphs, charts, illustrations, or other visual aids; include 
outlines, agendas, handouts, etc. for reading and taking 
notes; include plenty of content in handouts to reread after 
the learning session; leave white space in handouts for note 
taking; post flipcharts to show what will come and what has 
been presented; emphasize key points to cue when to takes 
notes; supplement textual information with illustrations 
whenever possible; show diagrams and then explain them.

Auditory learners learn through listening… They learn 
best through verbal lectures, discussions, talking things 
through and listening to what others have to say. Audi-
tory learners interpret the underlying meanings of speech 
through listening to tone of voice, pitch, speed and other 
nuances. Written information may have little meaning until 
it is heard. These learners often benefit from reading text 
aloud and using a tape recorder.

To integrate this style into the learning environment, you 
can: begin new material with a brief explanation of what is 
coming, conclude with a summary of what has been covered 

- this is the old adage of "tell them what they are going to 
learn, teach them, and tell them what they have learned."; 
use the Socratic method of lecturing by questioning learn-
ers to draw as much information from them as possible and 
then fill in the gaps with your own expertise; include audi-
tory activities, such as brainstorming, buzz groups, etc; leave 
plenty of time to debrief activities - this allows them to make 
connections of what they learned and how it applies to their 
situation.

Kinesthetic/Tactile learners learn through moving, 
doing and touching… Tactile/Kinesthetic persons learn 
best through a hands-on approach, actively exploring the 

physical world around them. They may find it hard to sit 
still for long periods and may become distracted by their 
need for activity and exploration. They typically use colour 
highlighters and take notes by drawing pictures, diagrams, 
or doodling.

To integrate this style into the learning environment, try 
as much as possible to: use activities that get the learners 
up and moving; play music, when appropriate, during ac-
tivities; use coloured markers to emphasize key points on 
flipcharts or white boards; give frequent stretch breaks 
(brain breaks); provide toys such as stuffed animals (as part 
of facilitation tools) to give them something to do with their 
hands; provide highlighters, coloured pens and/or pencils; 
guide learners through a visualization of complex tasks; 
have them transfer information from the text to another 
medium such as a keyboard or a tablet.

For us it is important to understand that people use all 3 
channels to learn, but tend to have a preference for one of 
them - a natural way to learn. This means that when design-
ing and delivering a training you should keep in mind that 
other people do not learn in the same way as you. Therefore 
a training session should cover all these channels.

If you are curious to find out more about your preferred 
learning style, you can do a short survey (link in the further 
readings).

7.1 senses
Attention is directed through the senses. By paying attention 
on the outside, you enrich your thinking. By paying atten-
tion on the inside, you become more sensitive to your own 
thoughts and feelings, surer of yourself and better able to 
give your attention to the outside.

7.2 represenTaTional sysTems
Just as we see, hear, taste, touch and smell the outside world, 
so we recreate those same sensations in our mind, repre-
senting the world to ourselves using our senses inwardly. We 
may either remember real past experiences or imagine pos-
sible (or impossible) future experience. You can picture your-
self running for a bus (remembered visual image) or running 
down the canals of Mars wearing a Father Christmas outfit 
(constructed visual image). The first will have happened, the 
second will not, but you can represent both.

We use our representational systems in everything we do 
- memory, planning, fantasizing and problem solving. The 
main systems are as follows.

7.2.1 The KinaesTheTic sysTem
This is made up of our internal and external feelings of touch 
and bodily awareness. It also includes the sense of balance. 
The emotions are also included in the kinaesthetic system, 
although emotions are slightly different - they are feelings 
about something, although they are still represented kin-
aesthetically in the body. When you imagine balancing on a 
beam, imagine the feeling of touching a smooth surface or 
feeling happy, you are using your kinaesthetic system.

7.2.2 The visual sysTem
This is how we create our internal pictures, visualize, day-
dream, fantasize and imagine. When you imagine you are 
looking around one of your favourite places or picturing a 
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good holiday beach, you are using your visual system.

7.2.3 The audiTory sysTem
The auditory system is used to listen to music internally 
talk to yourself and rehear the voices of other people. Audi-
tory thinking is often a mixture of words and other sounds. 
When you imagine the voice of a friend or one of your fa-
vourite pieces of music, you are using your auditory system.

We do not use our representational systems in isolation, 
just as we do not experience the world simply through one 
sense. Thinking is a rich mix of all the systems, just as expe-
rience comes through all the senses. However, just as some 
of our senses are better developed and more 'sensitive' to 
the outside world, so some representational systems will 
be better developed. We will tend to favour those systems. 
The preferred representational system usually links with a 
preferred or unusually acute sense. For example, if you pay 
a lot of attention to what you see, then you are likely to use 
the visual representational system for your thinking. With a 
visual preference you may be interested in drawing, interior 
design, fashion, the visual arts, television and films. With 
an auditory preference you may be interested in language, 
writing, drama, music, training and lecturing. With a kinaes-
thetic preference you may be interested in sport, gymnastics 
and athletics.

There is no 'right' way of thinking. It depends what you 
want to accomplish. However, creative people tend to use 
their representational systems in a more flexible way. Cre-
ativity often involves thinking of one thing with another 
system, perhaps to literally 'see in a new light'.

7.3 represenTaTional sysTem preferences
We constantly use all of our representational systems. We 
cannot think about anything without using at least two: the 
first to carry the information and the second to consider it 
in a different way Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) con-
siders thinking as chains of representation systems form-
ing strategies - sequences of representational systems for a 
purpose.

What we call 'talent' is the result in part of the way a per-
son uses their representational systems to make unusual 
and creative strategies. All memories are a creative cocktail 
of representational systems. They all have a visual auditory 
and kinaesthetic component. As already mentioned, how-
ever, we tend to favour one or two representational systems. 
We will typically turn to our preferred system when we are 
under pressure or stress. This could be a weakness if it limits 
our thinking to what is familiar in unfamiliar situations.

There are two things you can do to increase your own 
self-knowledge and flexibility of thinking:

1. Know your own preference.
2. Develop your weaker representational systems.

7.3.1 lead represenTaTional sysTem
A lead representational system is the system we use to re-
trieve information from memory. For example, when you 
think about a holiday, you may first recover the visual mem-
ory and then think about it. In this case, the visual is the lead 
system. The lead system may be the same as the preferred 
system, but need not be. You can tell a person's lead system 
by studying his/her behaviour. For example, if you ask them 

about their holiday they might make a quick visual access to 
retrieve the memory (so the lead system is visual) and then 
tell you about the enjoyable time they had using many kin-
aesthetic movements (posture/gestures) thus showing their 
preferred system is kinaesthetic). Important: Avoid describ-
ing people as 'auditory' or 'visual' or 'kinesthetic' based on 
their preferred system. These are not identities, only prefer-
ences and capabilities.

7.4 TranslaTing represenTaTional sysTems
Translating across representational systems means taking 
an idea and expressing it in different representational sys-
tems. These translations may be simple metaphors, for ex-
ample:

 ▹ Comfortable as a warm blanket. (K)
 ▹ Comfortable as a well decorated room. (V)
 ▹ Comfortable as a familiar name (A)
 ▹ Uncomfortable as clashing colours in abstract art, (A)
 ▹ Uncomfortable as crumbs in the bed. (K)
 ▹ Uncomfortable as a rusty tuba playing out of rune (A)

Translation preserves the meaning but changes the form. It 
may be necessary so that people can understand each other. 
For example, a person with a preferred kinaesthetic system 
may not appreciate how distracting a cluttered room can be 
for a visual person unless you can translate, so you might say:

'Being in a cluttered room distracts me just as sitting in an un-
comfortable chair would distract you.'

Translation is an important communication skill in business. 
Sometimes managers may seem to be disagreeing, but they 
are only disagreeing over the expression of an idea, not the 
idea itself. Once the idea is translated, they will agree. For 
example, a manager with a preferred auditory system may 
like to talk to their fellow managers to explain what they are 
doing, A fellow manager who prefers the visual system will 
more likely want to see something in writing and until they 
do, it is somehow not 'real'.

Here is an example with the predicates (=words that show 
different representational system) in italics.

The first manager is talking mostly kinaesthetically, the 
second is talking visually. They both agree something must 
be done, but the words are getting in the way of good com-
munication.

M1:“I can't grasp your point about the accounts depart-
ments.”

M2: “Look it's perfectly clear, we need to see what's hap-
pening with a report first before we decide.”

M1: “Well, I’m uncomfortable with that approach. Let's sit 
down with David and thrash it out, person to person.”

M2: “I think we will lose objectivity that way. With so many 
changes on the horizon we need to have the options outlined 
in black and white.”

M1: “Void on, that's a bit hasty.”

Finally, here are some common phrases with translations 
between representational systems.
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8 conclusion and further readinGs
There’s a lot to consider when you design a training program, 
and how people learn is one of the first things because it 
has great influence on the way you choose to structure the 
learning for the participants. When designing a learning 
process, training focuses mainly on the fact that adults 
have specific motivations and that they learn mainly from 
experience. The way the learning happens, though, differs 
from one individual to another and while some methods and 
types of processes might work for some people, for others 
they may be unsuitable. Therefore, a training program has 
to be diverse enough as to engage in the learning all types 
of learners and keep them interested.

9 further readinGs
If you want to develop your knowledge from this document, 
below you can find some references that were used when 
designing this training session.

9.1 weB linKs
 ▹ http://www.businessballs.com/kolblearningstyles.htm
 ▹ About Learning by honey-mumford
 ▹ http://www.learningstyles.net/?gclid=CKHo2Z2_rrQC-

FUmN3godtRwAVw
 ▹ http://www.simplypsychology.org/learning-kolb.html
 ▹ http://www.nwlink.com/~donclark/hrd/styles/vak.

html - VAK Learning Styles Survey

9.2 BooKs
 ▹ Neuro-Linguistic Programming Workbook by Joseph 

O’connor
 ▹ T-KIT6 – Training Essential
 ▹ Training for dummies by Elaine Biech
 ▹ The trainers’ toolkit by Cy Charney & Kathy Conway
 ▹ Learning Styles Handout YTA 2012 and 2013, Irina Bu-

ruiana, Andrea Neacsu, Mirna Smidt, Lyda Michopou-
los

 ▹ Knowledge Transfer and Virtual Communication Hand-
out LSS 2012 - Herve Tunga
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Training design
eteY 2016 Pesaro 
 
trainers: elisa Vola, HerVe tunga

1 introduction
"How do I learn best?" For example, do you learn better when 
someone tells you exactly how to do something, or do you 
learn better by doing it yourself?

Since all sensory input is organised by the person receiv-
ing the stimuli, it cannot always be directly transferred from 
the teacher to the student. This means that a teacher cannot 

"pour" information into a student's brain and always expect 
them to process it and apply it correctly later. For example, 
think of a time when you were taught something in a lec-
ture-type class. Then contrast that against a time when you 
had to prepare to teach someone else something. You will 
probably agree that you learned the material better when 
you were preparing to teach the material. This is because 
you constructed the knowledge for yourself.

In other words, learners learn best when they are actively 
engaged in their own learning. As Confucius said nearly 
2,500 years ago:

I hear and I forget.
I see and I remember.
I do and I understand.
(Moncur, n.d.)
As trainer, it is your responsibility to set up learning en-

vironment and processes which allow participants to con-
struct their own knowledge, engage their creative side, chal-
lenge their mental representations and support in a way that 
each success or failure leads to relevant learning outcomes.

2 learninG objectives
By the end of the session, participants are expected:

 ▹ To analyse the development of training: from an idea 
to a program;

 ▹ To create training sessions’ out-line;
 ▹ To design a learning experience that engages all kind 

of learners.

3 traininG request
Most Youth organisations are not proactive regarding the 
training needs of their members and therefore functions ac-
cording to a reactive process during which first comes the 
request from training.

Training request comes from a group of members or a 
body of the organisation are sent to trainers who are ex-
pected to deliver a learning experience. These requests can 
come via various format (mail, phone call, SMS, etc.).

Regarding training design, here is where most of your 
journey will begin… From the information you’ll receive 
from requester, it’s important to start figuring out what kind 
of learning experience they expect from you.

 3.1 Training properTies
3.1.1 duraTion

1-2 hours: workshop. It ranges from a presentation to-
wards a more interactive training. This time is not sufficient 
to cover anything deep enough but good to give a general 
overview, an “appetizer” or help to answer to small and very 
specific questions, focus on or address a specific problems.

Note that for anything over 2 hours, you will need to include 
some breaks.

3-7 hours: standard size training session. The interac-
tivity level is higher compared to shorter sessions, provided 
it is done on one single topic. You will for sure need several 
breaks in this duration.

Note that to avoid participants being over-exhausted, you 
should not plan more than 7 hours of active learning for the 
same day, unless it is absolutely necessary for the coherence of 
the training.

8-15 hours: training course or long training session 
if done on one single topic. It is generally used to go deep 
into topics on internalisation of skills, such as presentation 
or facilitation. In this timeframe you have plenty of time to 
discover, practice, discuss, give feedback, etc.

15+ hours: training program. For more advanced 
courses on a single subject (e.g. project management with 
step-by-step practicing on a real project) or for courses on 
combination of subjects (e.g. Leadership Summer School or 
other long training events).

3.1.2 frequency
 ▹ 1 time: the session happens within few hours on one 

day only.
 ▹ Continuous: you may decide to divide an 8-hour long 

training into two consecutive morning sessions, or have 
a 15-hour long training spread over a week-end.

 ▹ Recurring: sometimes your participants may not have 
time to spend a whole week-end with training. Instead, 
you could suggest a recurring setting. E.g. to cover 
15 hours, you may say let’s meet every Thursday for 3 
hours over 5 weeks.

When splitting sessions into several pieces, be aware that 
you will need to spend time with refreshing what happened 
on the previous sessions. The greater the distance in time is 
between your sessions the longer you will need to plan the 
refresh activities.

3.1.3 Topic mix
 ▹ Single topic (exp.: Presentation skills, Facilitation, 

Leadership);
 ▹ Mixed topics (exp.: how to manage my local group: 

leadership, teamwork, motivation, project manage-
ment…)

3.1.4 Event Type
 ▹ Local event: can be a part of a Motivation Week-end, or 

an afternoon after the local’s meeting. You may be asked 
by your own local to conduct the training, but as well you 
may be invited by a foreign local branch. In the latter case 
make sure you absolutely understand what the needs 
are and how the rest of the program will look like (e.g. 
is there a party before the day your training happens?).
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 ▹ International event: part of an event that is not pri-
marily a training event (e.g. General Assembly). You 
need to be prepared that your training may not be pri-
ority here and can easily be a victim of schedule rear-
rangements and time cuts. Try to structure your train-
ing in a way that you can easily drop blocks if necessary.

 ▹ Training event: primarily a training event. Put the 
stress here on cooperation and communication with 
other trainers. Involve others in your training design 
or at least keep them updated. There should be always 
a leading trainer, who coordinates the event from the 
trainers’ side. Make sure s/he is updated in a timely 
manner on your progress. S/he is also your greatest 
help with logistics and aligning your training content 
with others’.

 ▹ Trainers’ Meeting: Event during which trainers meet 
and discuss about a certain topic in order to raise fur-
ther/better understanding of and/or to try to reach con-
clusions and/ or set standards about a specific topic.

4 information GatherinG
When you receive a request to deliver a training, it will often 
happen that the information delivered with the request is 
incomplete, difficult to understand or insufficient.

The starting point could be to answer the following ques-
tions: Why is the training needed? Where and when will it 
happen? For how long? What about the participants?

You could complete it with other such as the organisation 
background, financial situation for the event to happen.

For more the most structured among us:
Topic: What area should the training cover (e.g. fund-

raising, presentation skills, or leadership)? Sometime the 
topic might be so vague that you will need to further clarify 
(e.g. management skills); other times, combination might 
be needed.

Aim of the training: What is exactly expected from you? 
Do you only need to talk about efficient meeting techniques, 
or you may need to help facilitating an entire Motivation 
week-end? What is expected from the session, the event? 
What does the organisation expect from the training?

Who are the participants: organisation’s members/ex-
ternal people, the international board, or a mix of interna-
tional teams’ members?

Number of people involved: How many participants? 
How many trainers asked to carry out the course? How many 
organisers will help you with the logistics?

Duration of the training event: How many hours will 
the training last?

When: What are the exact dates? When is the arrival, de-
parture date? Are they calculated into the training/course 
time (this might be important e.g. for training events)?

Where: What is the location? Which city/town? Also spe-
cifically where the training will take place? At the university, 
in a classroom, or in somebody’s week-end house outside of 
the city?

Budget: What about refunds for travel? Can you spend 
money on training materials? Who pays for food and accom-
modation? Will you be paid? If yes, how much and under 
which conditions?

Logistics: what equipment and rooms are available? Is 
there internet connection? What about printing copying 

facilities? What kind of visuals they support? Do they pro-
vide separate rooms for breakout sessions?

Level of participants: do they have any previous experi-
ence in this topic?

Language: what is the language of the training?

It is your responsibility as trainer to collect these informa-
tion and thus to establish a good communication with the 
requester/organisers, so that you have enough data to decide 
whether you can make yourself available and reply to the 
call, and if yes, when and how you can start preparing. Keep 
also in mind that some things that are straightforward to 
you as trainer, might not be to non-trainers.

There are certainly different ways through which you can 
collect the needed information to prepare your training(s) 
session(s). Below you can find a table, co-created during the 
training in ETEY 2016, about the advantages and disadvan-
tages of different means of communication.
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5 needs assessment
Needs assessment is a fundamental step in the process of 
training. It refers to the initial analysis done to determine if a 
given training is necessary and whether or not it answers to 
the perceived needs. This is crucial point that often seems 
to be neglected in youth organisations.

Undertaking a complete needs assessment within Youth 
NGOs and their immediate environment requires a lot of ef-
fort, knowledge and money. As trainer, you may probably 
not be involved directly in the strategic planning of an or-
ganisation though understanding the big picture might help 
you provide the most suitable sessions.

In a training needs assessment, the emphasis is often on 
the needs that the youth organisation, their active members 
and their immediate target group have in order to improve 
and consolidate their work. To guide you in the process, you 
can start by asking the following questions:

Why does the organisation need training?
What are the expected outcomes of the programme?
Who are the participants more likely to join?

5.1 The social ecological model
Derived from the Social Ecological Model (SEM) of McLeroy, 
this model can help to address Learning in Organisation in 
a systemic way. The model has several levels which tackle 
behaviour affects and influences, and a reciprocal causation 
(individual behaviours shape, and is shaped by, the social en-
vironment. In other words, people do not learn new behav-
iours solely by trying them and either succeeding or failing, 
but rather by being dependent upon the replication of the 
actions of others.

The levels of SEM are from the centre to the outside:
 ▹ Individual: Individual characteristics that influence be-

haviour: Knowledge, skills, self-efficacy.
 ▹ Interpersonal: Interpersonal processes and groups pro-

viding identity and support.
 ▹ Organisational: Rules, regulation, policies, structures 

constraining or promote behaviours.
 ▹ Community: Community norms, regulations
 ▹ Public: Policies, laws, best practices.
 ▹

On each level, trainer should wonder about what is expected 
from the learning programme, which level will the partici-
pants most likely evolve with the skills and knowledge ac-
quired and how to leverage participants’ knowledge, skills 
and practice.

5.2 The needs assessmenT process

It is important to note that a needs assessment process in 
organisations ordinarily entails a complete analysis of what 
the organisation is working on, what its members want to 
accomplish, and what they need (in terms of knowledge, 
skills and attitudes) in order to be capable of reaching it. 
Even though regarding your daily training needs assess-
ment, you will rely more on perceived needs, relative sense 
of usefulness and expected outcomes, it is important for you 
to know this process to positively impact the participants of 
your sessions as well as their organisations.

The complete analysis concerns the organisation, tasks 
members have to achieve, personnel goals and development 
agendas and environmental scan.

5.2.1 organisaTional analysis
Organisational analysis means considering the framework 
in which the training will occur. This involves analysing the 
youth organisation in context, its on-going developments, its 
membership, volunteers and staff continuity and turnover.

A needs assessment process aims at identifying the or-
ganisation’s main areas of concentration, the needs this 
highlights, and the necessary strategy to address the high-
lighted issues. A brief example is that of a youth organisa-
tion which decides to emphasise human rights education 
during its next semester. Clearly this organisation will need 
to acquire more knowledge on the subject, and undertake 
general organisational adjustment to manage the specificity 
of the subject it plans to prioritise.

5.2.2 TasK analysis
Task analysis identifies the tasks that must be fulfilled 
within the organisation in order to achieve its goals. If we 
continue to use the example from the previous paragraph, 
a relevant task analysis will identify specific tasks, or work 
profiles, related to its programme of human rights educa-
tion. Related to this is an inventory of the skills, knowledge 
and competencies needed to tackle the work profiles.

5.2.3 personnel analysis
Personnel analysis follows logically from the identification 
of tasks and required skills. It involves an initial overview 
of current suitability for the activities planned, and also 
identifies those in need of training, across the spectrum of 
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volunteers, board members, staff or project officers and so 
forth. The endpoint of this analysis is examining the readi-
ness and willingness for training within the organisation.

Because of the constant turnover in Youth NGOs, a person-
nel analysis should be conducted more often than in other 
organisations. Youth work tends to be very dynamic, and 
constant change may results in organisational strengths and 
weaknesses fluctuating rapidly over short periods of time. A 
simple example is the way in which a change in leadership in 
the organisation could result in either a huge improvement 
or disaster.

5.2.4 environmenTal scan
The environmental scan is an analysis of the immediate 
and wider environment of the youth NGO. The importance 
of this as a separate analysis is because of the significant in-
fluence of the outside environment on the work of youth or-
ganisations (for example state policy, readiness of major do-
nor organisations, and so forth). This element of the needs 
assessment maps out the possible collaborators in the field, 
identifies the relevant competition, maps the key ’actors’ in 
the field and investigates the relations between them.

When working on an international level, it is very difficult 
for a youth NGO to undertake a comprehensive needs assess-
ment. This difficulty is not however an excuse not to attempt 
it at all. We frequently hear statements such as “we need 
more trainers for youth work” or “We need XXX amount of 
members with negotiation skills”, but how frequently do we 
hear the question “why” at the same time?

Every training event should be preceded by a process, even 
basic, of establishing the needs assessment on which it will 
be based. There is no shame involved in ending up with an 
incomplete needs assessment. As youth trainers, you are 
expected to play an active role in NGO’s internal education 
and training system having the end in mind will allow you 
to know whether you are going to the right direction.

5.3 whaT if There is no Time To do a proper assess-
menT?
The last question to be considered is a practical one. Not all 
situations are ideal; obstacles to undertaking assessment 
data collection do arise. With significant lead time, you can 
use many of the techniques that have just been outlined. But 
you may easily face a situation in which a training program 
has to be designed and implemented hastily and/or the iden-
tity of the participants is largely unknown (which is particu-
larly true for public workshops).

When these problems occur, try not to be discouraged. 
You will, of necessity, have to design the program by mak-
ing your best guesses about the nature of the participants 
and their needs. However, you will still have some ability to 
obtain quick information and adjust the design accordingly. 
Here are some recommendations:

1. Phone a contact person who may have some familiarity 
with the participants and ask that person the basic questions 
listed at the beginning of this chapter.

2. Phone a few known participants, introduce yourself, 
and ask them some key questions. Hope that their responses 
are representative and treat them as a sample of the larger 
group. Or ask a contact person to set up a phone interview 
schedule for you.

3. Have any relevant materials (surveys, meeting notes or 
records) express mailed, faxed, or e-mailed to you.

4. Contact other trainers who have worked with your train-
ing group to get their opinions and impressions.

5. Talk to participants who arrive early on the day of the 
program and obtain whatever information you can.

6. Design some activities at the beginning of the program 
that will enable you to make some assessments of the group. 
(More information about this is given in Chapter Three.)

If you have done some contingent planning in your overall 
design, it still should be possible to make final adjustments 
before your class begins.

6 learninG Goals
Once you clear out what is required from you, you can take 
some time and formulate your own goals; what you want 
to reach with the training, what you would like your par-
ticipants to reach in term of skills, knowledge, attitude and 
competence. Obviously the goals must be aligned with the 
requirements though you can also include in your list of 
goals those items that you personally want to reach with 
the training.

6.1 learning
This section continues by considering the concept of learn-
ing, and links it to the practice of conceiving and planning a 
training strategy and activity.

Learning is a differentiated and complex process, respon-
sible for equipping us with knowledge and skills, developing 
our capabilities, and allowing us to know our own attitudes, 
values and emotions.

Training not only provides new ways of being, it also is 
focused on allowing people to learn about subjects, issues, 
skills, needs, opportunities, and so forth. Crucially, the aim 
is that people will do something with this learning.

As a trainer, we are charged with facilitating the learning 
of others. Before we can do this, we need to think about what 
kind of learning goes on in training. Presumably, training 
continues people’s social learning, as it exposes them to new 
environments and people, situations and attitudes. There-
fore we need to relate the way they learn to a planned process 
which can achieve the desired changes.

6.1.1 learning ouTcomes
“If you don’t know where you’re going, don’t be surprised to 
find yourself somewhere you never intended.”

What does a trainer really want the participants to achieve 
by the end of a training course?

What should participants know at the end of a workshop? 
What should they be able to do?

What should they take home with them? These are a few 
of the endless questions that could be asked regarding the 
final outcome of a training activity.

Clearly, there is an enormous range of unpredictable fac-
tors in the life of a training program, from the expectations 
and learning styles of the participants to the ways in which 
it is evaluated. A flexible approach to the dynamics of train-
ing and a thoroughly planned approach are not mutually 
exclusive however. Thinking through learning outcomes 
allows the trainer to maximise the kinds of learning which 
the program can support, and influences planning for this 
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within the training strategy and methodology. The question 
still remains however – what exactly are learning outcomes?

6.2 learning goals
Defining the learning goals can be seen as operationalising 
the different learning outcomes identified for a training ac-
tivity. It should be noted, however, that this does not apply 
to all of the objectives that may be set for a particular activity. 
In discussing the types and levels of the learning outcomes, 
the focus was solely on individual development. In youth 
work (and in other fields where organisations undertake per-
sonnel training), normally two sets of goals can be defined. 
The first set is composed of specific goals on an individual 
level, outlining the benefits of the training for participants. 
The second set relates to the organisation that the individ-
ual participants belong to, and addresses the potential uses 
and influences of the learning in the organisation and its 
environment. If an aim of the course is the creation and mo-
tivation of multipliers, this second set of objectives becomes 
even more important.

This means that the designer of a training activity has two 
main tasks; translating the individual learning outcomes in 
training goals, and secondly, creating goals that address the 
organisational improvements that can be expected after par-
ticipants start using their newly acquired knowledge. These 
are not easy tasks. The trainer needs a clear idea of what con-
stitutes a training goal, and must formulate comprehensible 
and achievable ones. Importantly, these must be communi-
cated to the participants as it allows them to negotiate their 
expectations with the goals of the training.

6.3 wriTing learning goals
Your set of goals will be your most important guidelines 
during the rest of the preparation process, therefore make 
sure you spend enough time on formulating them and write 
them down.

Learning goals are statements of what students will learn 
in a class or in a class session. The statements are focused 
on student learning (What will students learn today?) rather 
than instructor teaching (What am I going to teach today?). 
These statements should include a verb phrase and an im-
pact ("in order to") phrase -- what students will do/be able to 
do and how they will apply that skill or knowledge.

6.3.1 sample learning goals for liBrary insTrucTion
 ▹ Students will be able to search a database using Boolean 

logic and flexible vocabulary in order to retrieve articles 
that are on-target and topic-relevant.

 ▹ Students will know the name and contact information 
for their subject librarian in order to get subject specific 
library help.

 ▹ Students will be able to develop topic-relevant vocabu-
lary in order to search databases with maximum flexi-
bility and effectiveness.

 ▹ Students will be able to use a thesaurus or controlled 
language list in order to select topic relevant vocabulary.

 ▹ Students will be able to construct a search statement 
using topic-relevant and controlled vocabulary in order 
to search databases with maximum effectiveness.

 ▹

6.3.2 how do i wriTe learning goals?
Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives gives you a way 
to express learning outcomes in a way that reflects cognitive 
skills.

You can use Bloom's taxonomy to identify verbs to de-
scribe student learning. Examples of learning outcomes 
verbs for library instruction include…

This training program is designed so that after the train-
ing is done, the participant knows or will be able to…

 ▹ Knowledge/Remembering: define, list, recognize
 ▹ Comprehension/Understanding: characterize, describe, 

explain, identify, locate, recognize, sort
 ▹ Application/ choose, demonstrate, implement, perform
 ▹ Analysis: analyse, categorize, compare, differentiate
 ▹ Synthesis: construct, design, formulate, organize, synthe-

size
 ▹ Evaluation: assess, critique, evaluate, rank, rate

Note: we suggest one goal per level you would like to address 
in a learning program.

For further reading: Learning Goals Worksheet.

Once you have your goals de-
fined, you may want to commu-
nicate them with the training 
requestor, some future trainees, 
or with other trainers. They can 
provide valuable feedback on it 
and make sure you are on the 
right track.

7 content development
This section will be dedicated on how to design a learning 
program from the learning goals set on the previous chapter.

7.1 learning BlocKs
Let’s first start with the notion of Learning Unit, aka Learn-
ing Block, which is a formulation that facilitates change, 
a change that will result in the trainee being able to do 
something he or she could not do before going through the 
Learning Process. In other words, Learning Block facilitates 
'change in behaviour'.

The Learning Unit can be depicted graphically as:
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The model shown above has four principal stages. These 
stages are arranged

in a circular format to show that they are interrelated. For 
example:

Establish a clear purpose (e.g. the need to learn how to per-
form a task) and express as an objective. The starting point 
for developing the Learning Unit is, therefore, the objective.

There is a trainee or a group of trainees to train. Their 
present capabilities are termed as entry behaviour.

In the light of objectives set and the Entry Behaviour of 
the trainees, the learning event is designed. The purpose is 
to enable trainees to achieve the training objectives.

The trainer, the trainees and the management might like 
to assess whether the objectives have been achieved. This 
stage is earmarked for performance assessment.

7.2 4maT learning Types
The 4MAT model explains learning in terms of the ways peo-
ple perceive and process information.

7.2.1 perceiving
Human perception - the ways people take in new informa-
tion - occurs in an infinite variety of ways, all of which range 
between experience and conceptualization.

Experience - Perception by personal engagement - sen-
sations, emotions, physical memories; the immediate; the 
self. Being in it.

Conceptualization - The translation of experience in con-
ceptual forms - ideas, language, hierarchies, naming sys-
tems. An abstract approach to learning. Being apart from it.

The interplay between the “feeling” of experience and 
the “thinking” of conceptualization is crucial to the learning 
process. It connects the personal values and perceptions of 
students to those of expert learners.

7.2.2 processing
Human processing - what people do with new information 

- occurs in an infinite variety of ways, all of which range be-
tween reflection and action.

Reflection - Transforming knowledge by structuring, or-
dering, intellectualizing.

Action - Applying ideas to the external world; testing, do-
ing, manipulating.

The interplay between the “watching” of reflection and the 
“doing” of action is crucial as it provides the impetus for act-
ing on internal ideas. It encourages the learner to test ideas 
in the real world and adapt what they learn to multiple and 
ambiguous situations.

We can draw the way people perceive and process infor-
mation as an axis, giving us 4 quadrants. These for quad-
rants each resemble one learning preference, which for ease 
are just numbered from 1 to 4.

7.2.3 Type one learners
Perceive information through direct experience and pro-
cess it through reflecting. They learn by feeling their expe-
riences, being present to them, trusting in their perceptions, 
and being open to sensory input. They take time to reflect 
and ponder their experience. They seek meaning and clarity. 
They integrate experience with the Self. They learn primar-
ily in dialogue, by listening and sharing ideas. They excel 

in viewing these ideas from many perspectives. They have 
highly developed imaginations. They are insightful, absorb-
ing reality, taking in the climate. They thrive on lots of re-
flecting time, especially when pondering new ideas. They 
seek commitment. They work for harmony and clue in to 
the needs of others with ease. They are great mentors. They 
nurture others to help them accomplish their goals. They 
tackle problems by reflecting alone and then brainstorming 
with others. They exercise authority through group partic-
ipation. If participants are forced into a conflict situation 
(which is usually difficult for them); they will deal with it 
through dialogue and a great deal of listening.

They build trust through personal interactions.
Their favourite question is "Why?" They seek to know the 

underlying values.

7.2.4 Type Two learners
Perceive information through abstract concepts and process 
it through reflecting. They learn by thinking through expe-
riences, judging the accuracy of what they encounter, exam-
ining details and specifics. They take the time to reflect and 
ponder on what they experience. They seek to achieve goals 
and to be personally effective. They integrate their obser-
vations into what they already know, forming theories and 
concepts. They excel in traditional learning environments 
and are thorough and industrious. They judge new learning 
by how theoretically sound it is. They are intrigued by how 
systems function. They look for structure. They thrive on 
stimulating lectures and readings. They seek continuity and 
certainty and are wary of subjective judgments. They have 
clearly defined goals and monitor cutting-edge research in 
their fields. They want to be as knowledgeable and accurate 
as possible. They are systematic. They tackle problems with 
logic and analysis. They exercise authority with principles 
and procedures. If they are forced into a conflict situation, 
they deal with it systematically, dissecting the problem be-
fore coming to a conclusion. They build trust by knowing 
the facts and presenting them systematically.

Their favourite question is "What?" They seek to know 
what the experts know.

7.2.5 Type Three learners
Perceive information through abstract concepts and pro-
cess through acting. They learn by thinking through their 
experiences, judging the usefulness of what they encounter. 
They take the time to figure out what can be done with what 
they learn. They seek utility and results. They integrate new 
learning by testing theories. They excel at down-to-earth 
problem solving, often tinkering to make things work. They 
learn best with hands-on techniques. And once they have 
it, they move quickly to mastery. They are pragmatists, they 
need closure and they like to get things done. They thrive 
in the company of competent people and excel at problem 
solving. They seek to get to the heart of things. They work 
for deadlines and "keep to the plan." They like to be consid-
ered competent. They help others to be competent. They 
tackle problems quickly, often with-out consulting others. 
They exercise authority with reward and punishment. If 
they are forced into a conflict situation, they deal with it by 
creating solutions. They build trust with straightforward 
forcefulness.
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Their favourite question is "How does this work?" They 
seek to know the usability of theory.

7.2.6 Type four learners
Perceive information through direct experience and process 
through acting. They learn from their perceptions and the 
results of their experiences. They are open to all manner of 
sensory input. They take the time to consider the possibil-
ities of what they learn. They seek challenge and are risk 
takers. They integrate their present experiences with future 
opportunities. They learn primarily through self-discovery. 
They excel at synthesizing. They are flexible and flourish 
in challenging situations. They are enthusiastic about en-
riching reality, putting new "spins" on things. They thrive 
on chaotic situations. They seek to influence others. They 
push their potential. They are at ease with all types of people. 
They actively seek growth and pressure others to do so. They 
tackle problems with their intuition. They exercise authority 
by influence and expect their people to be accountable. If 
they are forced into a conflict situation, they react emotion-
ally and then move to cool rationality. They build trust with 
high communication skills and openness.

Their favourite question is "If?" or “What if?” They seek 
to know the possibilities.

7.3 4maT learning process
The main idea is to design the training in such a way that 
all different learning types are addressed, meaning that all 
participants will feel comfortable with the way the training 
was delivered, and that it will maximise the learning.

The origin of the process is the quadrant as presented 
above. Now what we do is we move from a static approach 
to a dynamic approach. During a training we will move from 
each quadrant to the next, reaching the full learning spectre.

7.3.1 sTep one: connecT
Create a reason

In Quadrant One we create a reason. We answer the ques-
tion “Why?” We begin by Creating an Experience.

The objective is to allow the learners to enter into the ex-
perience, to engage them, and to integrate the experience 
with personal meaning.

Create a direct experience, something that can be appre-
hended or perceived on an immediate level by the Educator, 
something that connects to the learners’ own lives and is 
therefore valuable to them.

Educators who have difficulty with this, should begin by 
asking WHAT they are teaching.

In other words, go immediately to the Second Quadrant 
and the content to help determine the concept that will 
make the content they are teaching the most relevant to 
their students.

In order to design the experience that will create a per-
sonal connection for all of the learners, an educator needs 
to know the concept to be taught. Without the proper grasp 
of the concept, one cannot create a meaningful personal 
connection. It requires grasping the idea of something in a 
way that connects to meaning. It is the core idea formed by 
mentally combining all the characteristics and particulars 
into a useful construct. It is the simplicity inherent in the 
meaning that connects the concept to understanding.

The connecting activity must embody the essence of the 
concept at a simpler level, in order to prepare the students 
for the complexities that lie ahead as they move around the 
circle. Herein lies the concept gestalt coupled with the per-
sonal experience, the experience that connects to the self.

One of the biggest stumbling blocks in designing the 
Quadrant One is the inability to translate the concept into 
a simple structure, into language learners can understand 
and relate to, and in a manner that connects to their per-
sonal lives.

7.3.2 sTep Two: aTTend
Reflect on Experience

The aspect of reflecting on experience lies in the quality 
of analysis. Now the learners examine the experience. The 
method is discussion, but the focus has changed. Learners 
are asked to step outside the experience and look at its parts.

There are two things to guard against: one, getting too 
technical in the analysis, and two, attempting to introduce 
new material. When educators construct a meaningful con-
necting experience they have no difficulty helping learners 
to reflect on that experience. The experience itself flows into 
meaningful reflection and dialogue.

The goals that are emphasised throughout the first quad-
rant are focussing and generating skills, making meaning, 
observing, visualising, imagining, inferring, connecting, di-
verging, listening, interacting, honouring subjectivity, and 
reflecting.

In Quadrant One, students may be engaged in activities 
such as sharing personal reflections and autobiographic ep-
isodes, relational thinking, journal entries, brainstorming, 
mid-mapping, drawings, group discussions, simulations, 
study teams, and self-assessment.

7.3.3 sTep Three: imagine
Integrate Observations into Concepts

This step of Quadrant Two attempts to deepen reflection; 
it is an integrating step. This step is the key to the learners’ 
internalization of their need for further understanding of 
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the concept at hand. It is the place where they link their 
personal, subjective experience with the objective, analytic 
world of the content at hand.

Educators are moving the learners from the concrete to 
the abstract, blending their world of subjective experience 
with the abstract theory in the content to come. The IM-
AGINE activity serves as a lens through which the learners 
will view not only the parts of the content, but also how the 
parts contribute to the conceptual whole. Educators must 
create an activity that causes learners to mull over the expe-
rience and reflection just completed in Quadrant One, while 
deepening their understanding of the concept, the purpose 
of Quadrant Two.

7.3.4 sTep four: inform
Develop Theories and Concepts

This second step of Quadrant Two takes learners to the 
heart of conceptual information. Be sure the subject matter 
does not swamp the learner with information easily availa-
ble elsewhere, but rather information is given selectively to 
assist in learner inquiry. Stress information that relates to 
the core of the concept.

The Fourth Step is to “teach it to them”. The choices of 
content must be related to the concept and engender further 
learner inquiry.

The goals that are emphasised in Quadrant Two are re-
flecting, seeing relationships, developing idea coherence, 
conceptualising, defining, patterning, classifying, compar-
ing, contrasting, being objective, discriminating, planning, 
constructing theoretical models, and acquiring knowledge.

7.3.5 sTep five: pracTice
Work on Defined Concepts (Reinforcement and Manip-
ulation)

In Step Five, the students react to givens. They do work-
sheets, use workbooks, try fixed lab experiments, employ 
manipulatives that provide hands-on guided practice, use 
computer-assisted technology, etc. These activities (and they 
may be many and varied) are used to reinforce the concepts 
and skills taught in Quadrant Two.

Note that these two steps, INFORM and PRACTICE, are 
analytics techniques. One can easily see the value of these 
two steps for all learners, but exclusive teaching in this way 
handicaps all learners. We must teach the whole cycle if we 
are to individualise student productivity and performance 
in meaningful ways.

The four quadrants in the 4MAT System move from educa-
tor-initiated to learner-initiated activities. In Quadrant One 
(CONNECT and ATTEND), the educator is the initiator, the 
primary actor. S/he plans and implements the experience as 
well as the reflective discussion that follows the experience. 
In Quadrant Two (IMAGINE and INFORM), the educator is 
the information giver; first in Step Three by linking the ex-
perience and the reflection into the concepts to be taught, 
and second (Step Four) by teaching the material and skills.

This changes as we move into Quadrant Three. The third 
quadrant is where the learners become active, more self-in-
itiating. Learners become the primary actors even more in 
Quadrant Four.

Maslow speaks eloquently of choices encouraged by a safe 
environment. We emphatically agree. We do not believe 

learning can take place without allowing learners to make 
choices, to explore, to manipulate, to experience.

7.3.6 sTep six : exTend
Add something of Themselves

Real integration begins with Step six.
The learners are “adding something of themselves”, 

“messing around,” and making the material theirs.
The characteristic of Step Six, EXTEND, is in the integra-

tion of the material and the self, the personal synthesis, as 
well as in the opportunity for learners to approach the con-
tent in their own most comfortable way.

Creative educators provide their learners with the oppor-
tunity to extend what they have learned through making 
project choices and individualising their own experimenta-
tion. The educator may keep individual learning type char-
acteristics in mind when planning activities for the learners 
to select. Step Six of a 4MAT unit is the ideal place for the 
educator and students to agree about the rubrics that will 
be used to assess the final product created by the learners.

Step Six moves the students into Self-Discovery. This is 
active thinking. This is learning by doing, and its essence 
is problem solving. We must motivate our learners by an-
swering the question “Why?”; we must teach it to them by 
answering the question “What?”; we must lead them from 
the abstract to the real by answering the question “How does 
this work?”; and we must allow them the delight of self-dis-
covery by building in the question “What if?”.

The goals that are emphasized throughout Quadrant 
Three include resolving contradictions, managing ambigu-
ity, computing, collecting data, inquiring, predicting, record-
ing, hypothesizing, tinkering, measuring, experimenting, 
problem-solving, and making decisions.

7.3.7 sTep seven : refine
Evaluate the Extension

REFINE is the step where the learners are asked to ana-
lyse what they have planned as their “proof” of learning. The 
characteristic of Step Seven lies in the analysis of the plan-
ning. This analysis should be based on:

1. Relevance to the content/skills
2. Originality
3. Excellence
4. Agreed-upon rubrics from Step Six
Step Seven requires the learners to apply and refine in 

some personal, meaningful way what they have learned. The 
students (as well as peers and the educator) will be involved 
in editing and refining the work that has been done so far, 
analysing for strengths and weaknesses, taking a position, 
and engaging in productive self-assessment.

The learning is being extended outward into their lives.

7.3.8 sTep eighT: perform
Adapting it Themselves and Sharing What They Create 
With Others

In the last step of the 4MAT unit, PERFORM, the learners 
share what they have learned and created with each other, 
and perhaps with the wider community at large. This is the 
place where students are asked to stand and speak in their 
own voices as they share in their own best way what it is 
they have learned from the cycle they experienced. If we 
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have done our job, we have given our learners the skills to 
discover for themselves whether or not what we have taught 
is worth knowing.

The goals that are emphasised in Quadrant Four are creat-
ing, identifying constraints, revising, creating modes, com-
ing to closure, editing, summarising, verifying, synthesising, 
re-presenting, reflecting anew, re-focusing, and evaluating.

7.4 4maT checKlisT

8 session outline

8.1 sTandard elemenTs of schedule
8.1.1 Training elemenT maTrix (Tem)
The following matrix presents several typical training el-
ements and their typical duration (in minutes), frequency, 
purpose and possible problems.

Note that these are initial guidelines; of course it is pos-
sible that they last longer/short and/or happen fewer/more 
often. It would be good to check if your training at least con-
sists of these elements.

8.1.2 hello and inTroducTion
It is an act of politeness to start your training class with 
greeting the people and introducing yourself. Give some 
information on your personal background and especially 
what experience you have on the topic you will present today.

It can also contain a short description of the topic itself if 
it is brand new for most of your audience.

8.1.3 presenT schedule
People generally need to know what is going to happen to 
them during the training. What training blocks they will 
attend to, where the breaks, lunch, dinner, etc. are. Always 
present the schedule – a flipchart will do –, but make it only 
as detailed as it is the most comfortable to you. Mark at least 
major breaks. If you are not sure of your pace in advance, you 
can simplify or partly omit the timing from the participant’s 
schedule.

8.1.4 waKe up games
Wake-up games are not absolute necessary elements of the 
training, though certainly are useful when your audience is 
sleepy. Position them wisely during the course and do not 
overdo or abuse them.

8.1.5 gaTher expecTaTions
The expectations gathering helps you to fine tune your train-
ing in the last minute. It also emphasizes towards your par-
ticipants that you care about them. Once they are clear on 
what will happen to them during the day (i.e. the topic is 
shortly introduced and the schedule is presented) you can 
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ask them one-by-one to tell you what specific things they 
would like to learn during the training, and/or what are their 
overall expectations? Record each point on a flip-chart, and 
hang it in the classroom. For some questions you can already 
point out at which part of the training you will cover them, 
or warn them that during this training you will not talk 
about the topic in question.

During the training time-to-time take a look at the list to 
check if any of the questions are relevant to the topic you are 
talking about. If yes, point it out. Once you are finished with 
the training, make sure you check back on the expectations.

8.1.6 checK if expecTaTions meT
At the end of your training take the flipchart where you have 
listed participants’ expectations and go through all points 
one-by-one. Ask the group who had the question. Point out 
at what part of the training you have covered this specific 
question – if you did. Ask the person if satisfied with the 
outcome.

It may happen that you did not cover some questions be-
cause they were outside of the topic of the training. In this 
case, point out where the trainee can look it up, or how you 
can help him to follow up on this. Remember that once you 
promise something, you are expected to keep your words!

8.1.7 learning BlocKs
These are the standard blocks consisting of exercises and 
theory parts that carry the intended learning of the training. 
More about them in detail see chapter Erreur ! Source du 
renvoi introuvable. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.

8.1.8 BreaKs
You can run a training session without breaks up to about 2 
hours. Beyond that you will need to include breaks. You can 
read more about breaks in chapter Erreur ! Source du renvoi 
introuvable. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.

8.1.9 conclusion
Always close your training with shortly refreshing what hap-
pened throughout the session(s). You can do this by yourself 
or ask one or some trainees to do it as a final exercise.

8.1.10 feedBacK and evaluaTion
Feedback should cover both the content and the process 

part. The content here refers to the elements of the training 
and in particular the knowledge and skills you delivered. 
This information you or others working on this topic later 
can use to better understand the general needs of trainees.

The process part refers to how you did the training. It is 
valuable to ask for feedback on you and on your training de-
livery skills: what went well, where you need improvement.

8.1.11 Knowledge and sKill assessmenT
It is sometimes a good idea to get an overview on the knowl-
edge or skill level or trainees at the beginning or during 
the training. Based on that you may adjust your teaching 
strategy one last time; or if you repeat it at the end of the 
training too, you can directly measure how much partici-
pants developed. This kind of assessment can be as simple 
as a one-point survey or as complex as a carefully crafted 
questioner.

8.1.12 collecT individual learning poinTs
The recap of the individual learning points for partici-
pants helps them to “take home” the material they were 
taught. Most of the time we do this by asking each one of 
them: “What have you learned today?” There are several 
other methods which will be covered more in-depth at the 
transfer and follow-up section. Before you proceed with the 
learning points exercise, make sure you have already drawn 
a conclusion of the training and also give them some time 
for self-reflection.

8.1.13 recap of The currenT or previous session
If you are delivering training in more than one session with 
longer breaks in between (e.g. lunch or dinner) then you 
should finish before the break and start after the break your 
training with a short recap on what happened so far. This 
you can either do by yourself or ask one or more trainees to 
do it as an exercise.

8.2 sTrucTured scheduling formaT
There are many ways to record your own schedule. Here is a 
suggested one, that helps you to overview your training step-
by-step and also offers lots of advantages when it is about to 
exchange information between trainers.

It is basically an Excel table with a defined header (see 
below). You record every exercise or block in separate lines. 
Depending on how much of an Office-whiz you are, you can 
include additional goodies, such as automatically calculated 
Time field or, auto-summing the total time.

This scheduling format also comes handy when it is about 
time to file your training report, namely: this is the standard 
format used in training reports.

When you look up older reports, you will see that not all 
fields are mandatory; moreover the fields’ naming is han-
dled quite flexibly by different trainers. In this version we 
tried to incorporate different layouts. You can adjust it to 
your needs as long as it is still easy to understand by others.

Below is a definition of columns:
 ▹ Time: start time or the exercise or block. This will help 

you during the training to see whether you are still on 
schedule

 ▹ Duration: the length of the exercise or block in minutes.
 ▹ Real time: leave this column empty during the design 

phase. Then during the training note down here for your-
self the time when you actually start the exercises. Revise 
this info during the training evaluation phase. This will 
help you to develop a good sense for timing exercises.

 ▹ Topic: the title of the exercise or block.
 ▹ Goal (optional): note down here what the aim of this ex-

ercise is. This information is mostly relevant when you 
use the schedule to exchange information with others 
(before or after the training) and to ensure main point 
to tackle on debriefing.

 ▹ Description: step-by-step description of the exercises/
activity.

 ▹ Materials: what materials you need at this stage (e.g. 
flipchart, balls, etc.)
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 ▹ Responsible (optional): who is doing this piece? Ob-
viously if you are the only trainer, you don’t use this 
column.

 ▹ TODO: use this column during the preparation phase 
to note down things you still have to complete for this 
exercise before the training (e.g. ask organizers to buy 
M&M’s)

 ▹ Comments (optional): anything else that you want to 
note down.

8.2.1 Tips for designing schedule
Schedule design – just as many things else in training – you 
learn mostly by practice. If you are doing it for the first 
time(s) the following tips may help you.

 ▹ When you calculate block length count 5 minutes as the 
shortest time that you put on schedule. If you are faster 
than that, you can reuse the remaining of that time dur-
ing the delivery elsewhere.

 ▹ For exercises – especially where some logistical setup, 
moving or breaking into groups is involved – always 
include some “mess time” at the beginning.

 ▹ Activity Debriefing: as a rule of thumb plan for debrief-
ing at least the same amount of time than for the related 
exercises.

 ▹ If you tend to start late after breaks – because you are 
a nice person and always wait until everyone is back – 
also include some buffer time for this on your schedule

8.2.2 pracTice Then Theory or Theory Then prac-
Tice?
The perfect case would be of course practice then theory 
then practice. Unfortunately this is not always possible 
mostly due to time or logistical restrictions. To help you to 
decide here are some suggestions:

 ▹ Try to always include an exercise for each theory block 
at a minimum.

 ▹ Based on the content of the theory and the use of the 
available exercise, decide where do you want to put the 
stress – or what the exercise is the most suitable for –
reflection or application? In other words one scenario 
would be “exercise then theory”; another one would be 

“theory then exercise”.
 ▹ If you are using “practice then theory” order, make sure 

that the debriefing includes discussion about how par-
ticipants would do the exercise differently now.

 ▹ If you are using “theory then practice” order, open with 
a small discussion asking participants to talk about per-
sonal experiences that relates to the theory to be cov-
ered.

8.2.3 Training aids
The 4MAT theory says that besides you need to cater for all 
learning types you also have to engage both the creative 
and the analytical process of the brain. This – high level of 
creativity during the learning process – is one of the char-
acteristics that makes training differ from standard school 
education.

 ▹ Your purpose is therefore to make learning colourful, by 
using different kinds of tools. Here we provide a small 
list of techniques, but of course the limit is only your 
imagination!

 ▹ For discussions and opinion gathering when you use 
flipcharts, make them colorful. Do this by using colour 
papers, post-its, cards. Use cards in various shapes, not 
only the conventional rectangular ones. You can buy 
self-adhesive dots, stars and many other forms that you 
can use for multi-voting.

 ▹ Make your presentations creative, by getting the best 
out of the tool what you are using. Use photos, and other 
graphical elements.

 ▹ You can use video for training, either by recording cer-
tain moments in the training class and playing it back 
to your audience, or by playing short films or sketches 
for training purposes. There are several companies 
that make their living for shooting educational films 
for training purposes, try go get hold of some of those 
videos.

 ▹ Use relaxing music in the background for some reflec-
tive exercises, play something cheerful for the breaks, 
or ask someone to conduct an aerobic session over the 
rhythms as a wake-up exercise.

 ▹ Play with the light, space and room arrangement to en-
hance mood or change of topic and environment.

 ▹ Use toys, balls, construction sets, LEGO™, etc. to stim-
ulate learning by doing, e.g. for practicing certain 
steps of running projects, or visualizing some pieces 
of theory.

8.3 session design
After you are clear on your training goals, you have collected 
and read some materials on the topic and have an idea of 
what training methods are available to you; it is time to start 
the serious work: designing you training time line.

sTep 1
Before you start the whole process, make sure you have an 
idea about some important points which will form the cor-
ner-stones of your design during the previous phases (4MAT 
or main Learning Objectives).
sTep 2
Organise the information related to the content part you 
have collected from several sources.
sTep 3
After this knowledge-based schedule-skeleton is ready add 
the standard elements (such as introduction, expectation 
gathering, feedback, etc.) as new blocks. From here on the 
schedule design becomes an iterative process. Our sugges-
tion for tool is to use a structured scheduling format on Excel 
sheets or TrainedOn.
sTep 4
Take the blocks one-by-one and work out their content fol-
lowing the 4MAT or other design method. Make the exer-
cises as creative and colourful as possible.
sTep 5
Estimate the length of each block. Based on this timing and 
think about dynamics and the expected energy level of the 
group, and then place the breaks and energizers.
sTep 6
Check your timing against the available course length. If 
necessary drop some blocks, or redesign some exercises. 
Repeat portions of the design cycle until there is nothing 
overtime and you are satisfied with the outcome.
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sTep 7
Once your schedule is fixed write it down in any format that 
is the most convenient for you making sure it contains all 
the necessary details.
sTep 8
Decide on the next steps. Fill-in the to-do and material re-
quirements parts of the schedule. If you do the training with 
others and you did not decide about how to split it yet, it is 
also a good thing to do so now.
sTep 9
Celebrate! You have just completed a significant step to-
wards your training.

9 trainers’ Group Work
Many of the training sessions are conducted by two or more 
trainers. Furthermore, international training events are of-
ten the result of coordinated efforts of many trainers. Below 
we try to give some advices on how you can effectively com-
municate with others before, during and after the training.

9.1 worKing alone or TogeTher?
Working with others on the same session is fun and is defi-
nitely a learning experience. It may also be that sometimes 
you prefer to work alone on your training. It is normal.

To make the situation clear however, please always state 
your choice right at the beginning to the person who coor-
dinates the training event and working partner(s) or the one 
who requested the training.

9.2 worKing wiTh whom?
Much of the training preparation is done in a virtual working 
environment which makes communication quite challeng-
ing. You can certainly make your life and your peer’s life eas-
ier if you choose to work with people whom you have worked 
before and it was successful, or someone who you know 
well. In case there is nobody on your option list that falls 
into these categories choose someone who you can trust in.

Bottom line, you may not be able to choose your partner 
therefore it will be very important to state expectations from 
and to each other and find the needed time to share each 
other strong and weak points regarding availability, working 
methods and topic preferences.

You always have the right to say whom you prefer to 
work with. Exercise it for the sake of both of you, and your 
trainees.

9.3 sharing The worK
You have basically four options to work with co-trainers:
Sequential delivery: You design the training together and 
also deliver it together. During the design phase you slice 
the training and decide on who will deliver these different 
portions. During the delivery, at any given time only one of 
you is “on the stage”. (Exceptions are only breakout groups, 
where you might ask the other/s to help you out with observ-
ing or facilitating small group exercises).

This delivery scheme is relatively low in complexity. The 
watch out is that all of you need to know the whole training, 
in order to successfully refer to parts which were not taught 
by you. Also keep your timing strict. If you are slow with 
your portion, your peer will start later or may even need to 
drop topics or exercises.

Collective delivery: You design the training together and 
also deliver it together. During the training you are both “on 
the stage” and one contributes to the message of the other 
continuously.

This needs a very high level of co-operation, understand-
ing and patience. People sometimes tend to over-talk the 
other, or try to look smarter once comparison is so clear. To 
do this type of delivery successfully, you need to know your 
peer for a long time, and you must trust each other very well.

Parallel delivery: You design your training together. When 
the training starts you divide the group into sub-groups, so 
that each trainer gets a group. Then all of you deliver your 
training separately alone, parallel to others.

This is a comfortable setting for large groups, where it an-
yway makes sense to decrease group size in order to increase 
interactivity level. (See discussion on group size later.) Also 
from the delivery point of view it is the simplest, as everyone 
can go on according to his/her own pace.

What you have to take care of is that the separate sessions 
should be still comparable, so when trainees come together 
after the training they should be able to change experiences 
just as they would have sat in the very same class.

Mixed delivery: a mix of any or all of the 3 methods above. 
Whatever you come up with, make sure it is well coordinated, 
and the training keeps its consistence and dynamism.

9.4 preparaTion and communicaTe wiTh peer Tra-
iners
Most of your communication will go virtually, using e-mail, 
Skype, chat or whatever virtual communication channel or 
latest technological software or gadget.

Expect that information may get lost in the process – 
emails can be undelivered, mailboxes can be full, the chat 
software may break down, etc. Others may be on-line in a 
different fashion than you – they may be busy or on holiday 

– and thus answer emails with big delays. So be patient and, 
from time to time, check if your message went through.

People have also different communication styles both ver-
bally and in a written way. Be aware of that, what more: be 
prepared! Read about it, or discuss it with others. It is very 
easy to misunderstand things in the virtual world. Try to be 
clear and if you are not sure of the meaning of a message ask!

It is one step faster – yet not always simpler – to commu-
nicate via the phone. To save on the phone bill, you can also 
use some Skype like software, or SMS like with Viber or 
Whatsapp which are free.

Finally, of course, nothing can replace real life meetings. 
Two days of meeting can save you up to one month of virtual 
struggle. Trainers’ Meetings (TMs) are excellent occasions 
to prepare a training program. You can also involve others 
trainers who may not deliver the training with you, but can 
provide valuable inputs.

When organizing face-to-face meetings be very careful 
about the schedule, especially following it. Meeting is fun – 
and it should be – but you don’t want to waste your precious 
time on off-topic discussions, or things that you can do once 
your training is ready. Use the meeting for idea generation, 
for agreeing on the common grounds and for designing the 
creative components. Anything that is individual work can 
be done and followed-up in e-mails.
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10 further readinGs
If you want to develop your knowledge from this document, 
here are some references that were used when designing 
this training session:

10.1 references
 ▹ T-KIT6 – Training Essential
 ▹ The trainers’ toolkit by Cy Charney & Kathy Conway
 ▹ Teaching around the 4MAT cycle by Bernice and Dennis 

McCarthy

10.2 weB linKs
 ▹ TrainedOn - Session Design Online tool
 ▹ http://www.myatp.org/Synergy_1/Syn_9.pdf
 ▹ BEST - Train the Trainer
 ▹ Learning Unit
 ▹ http://www.ndt-ed.org/TeachingResources/Classroom-
Tips/Constructivist%20_Learning.htm

 ▹ http://www.cal.org/co/domestic/toolkit/tools/Adult_
Learning.pdf

 ▹ http://tep.uoregon.edu/resources/assessment/multipl-
echoicequestions/blooms.html

 ▹ http://ocw.jhsph.edu/courses/healthbehaviorchange/
PDFs/C14_2011.pdf

 ▹ Writing objectives using blooms taxonomy

10.3 BooKs
 ▹ Active training, handbook of techniques by Mel Silber-

man
 ▹ The training design manual by Tony Bray
 ▹ Training for dummies by Elaine Biech
 ▹ Methods and Techniques used in intercultural youth 

projects
 ▹ Training from the back of the room, Sharon Bowman
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aKTiVaĴmasTrumado
gVidantoj kaj skribintoj de la liVeraĵo: 
Francesco maurelli kaj szabolcs szilVa 
 
dato: la 22-an de junio, 2021 
 
Horo: 14:00–17:30 (3 Horoj + 30 min. da Paŭzo)

labormaterialo: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B_
Qe-rXTZ3H8MWpEQ3JiVjlrd1E?resource-
key=0-bu8805fzLvQ3zM0ok8m2Qw

[Aktivaĵo] Marŝmala ludo kun diskuto  
3 grupoj po 3 homoj. Bezonataĵoj:
 1 metro da ŝnuro
 1 metro da glubendoj
 1 marŝmalo
 20 makaronoj
La priskribo de la ludo: https://www.
marshmallowchallenge.com
Konkludoj: Ni konkludu la ludon surbaze de 
la 5-a punkto de ĉi tiu liveraĵo (Reviziado)

Inter la konkludoj ni aldonu:
 ▹ infanĝardenanoj pli bone sukcesas ol stu-

dentoj de negoco, ĉar:
 ▹ la infanĝardenanoj havas instigan 

kapablon tuj fari kaj spertante lerni
 ▹ la studentoj tro planas, kaj ne restas 

tempo por konstrui

Lernitaĵoj:
 ▹ La ludo montras, ke agado surbaze de 

prototipoj kaj refaro kaj denova refaro 
kelkfoje pli utilas

 ▹ Ties konstruaĵoj, kiuj ekrapidegas en la 
fino, kutime neniiĝas antaŭ la fino de la 
tempo

 ▹  Dum la ludo ili povis rimarki ion neaten-
ditan, same kiel dum aliaj ludoj/trejnadoj, 
ekz. ke:

 ▹ Marŝmaloj estas pli pezaj ol homoj pensas.

Ludoj ankaŭ servas por:
 ▹ amuziĝo
 ▹ tre alta nivelo de engaĝiĝo
 ▹ interagado kun aliaj
 ▹ konkursemo, gajnemo
 ▹ konstruado de kapabloj

La plezuro ĉerpita de ludoj vekas la apetiton 
por lernado. Pro tio ni prezentis la temon de 
Aktivaĵmastrumado de la vidpunkto de ludoj.

[Aktivaĵo] Ili skribu sur paperpecetojn siajn 
ideojn kaj ni pridiskutu (20 min):

1. kial aktivaĵoj estas tiom Gravaj?
 ▹ ili helpas lerni per spertoj (plonĝlernado)
 ▹ oni lernas amuziĝante kaj estante aktiva
 ▹ trejnaĵaktivaĵoj engaĝigas diversajn tipojn 

de lernantoj -> ĉiuj partoprenantoj ricevas 
la informojn sed parte tra diversaj kanaloj

 ▹ la lernprocezo atingas la plej altan efike-
con

 ▹ ili estas ankaŭ utilaj por:
 – teni la partoprenantojn vekaj
 – engaĝigi per grupa laboro
 – kompreni pli bone
 – amuziĝi
 – teni la atenton de la partoprenantoj
 – interesigi la partoprenantojn
 – montri praktikajn ekzemplojn
 – uzi ĉiujn sensojn
 – meti la mesaĝon en novan kuntekston
 – helpi al la partoprenantojn “digesti” la  
     materialon
 – kunlaborigi la partoprenantojn
 – veki la imagkapablon
 – praktiki kaj ŝlifi (pliperfektigi) la ĵus lern  
    itaĵojn
 – identigi mankojn kaj malfortaĵojn en la  
    scio/kapabloj de la partoprenantoj
 – resumi
 – disvolvi novajn rilatojn inter konceptoj  
    kaj / aŭ principoj.

Horoj de rigardado de prelegoj ofte estas 
malpli efikaj kaj certe ne helpas en multaj 
aferoj supre menciitaj.

Gravas ne nur aŭdi aŭ/kaj vidi ion, sed 
ankaŭ povi demandi, diskuti kun la aliaj, uzi la 
lernitaĵojn, eble instrui la lernitaĵojn al iu alia.

Estas pruvite, ke mamuloj lernas ludante, 
ĉar tio estas cerbo-amika agado, pliintensigas 
koncentriĝon, fokuson, partoprenon kaj pli-
fortigas la lernadon.

Bonaj aktivaĵoj estas grandpotencaj ludiloj.

2. tipoj de trejnadaj aktivaĵoj

[a] Ili diru, kiujn aktivaĵojn ili havis ĝis nun. 
Ni diskutu kaj metu sur paperetoj sur la mu-
ron la tipojn kaj la konkretajn ekzemplojn. 
(La paperetoj estos pri konkretaj aktivaĵoj, 
kaj el tio ni ĝeneraligos la kategoriojn. Ni 
metu kune la paperetojn de la sama katego-
rio kaj prezentu la kategoriojn)

Trejnadaj aktivaĵoj = (en la fakliteraturo) in-
teraktivaj lernaj aktivaĵoj: la partoprenantoj 
interagas unu kun la alia kun la celo lerni ion.

Lernteknikoj:
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 ▹ diskutoj
 ▹ aktivaĵoj*
 ▹ ekzercoj*
 ▹ rolludoj
 ▹ ludoj* (ankaŭ ekz. interkonaj ludoj, ener-

giludoj)
 ▹ simuladoj*
 ▹ energiludoj
 ▹ glacirompiloj
 ▹ okazaĵpristudoj
 ▹ individua laboro
 ▹ hejmtaskoj
 ▹ (paŭzoj)

*ilia signifo varias en la fakliteraturo

3. pretiĝo por aktivaĵoj (evito de 
problemoj) (a4 kun titolo) 

[A] Ni algluu la unuan paperon al la muro 
(Ludemo) kaj demandu ilin:

 ▹ Kiu problemo povas leviĝi dum ludoj?
 ▹ Kiel ni povas certigi ke tiu ĉi problemo ne 

leviĝu aŭ estu solvita?
Poste ni diru al ili, ke ni grupigas ilin (3 
grupoj) kaj ili ricevos po 2 temojn. Ili devas 
pridiskuti la supre menciitajn 2 demandojn, 
poste la grupoj prezentos.

1. La loko:
 ▹ Ene: Unu oni sciu, kie (ekz. en kia kon-

struaĵo/ĉambro) oni trejnos, poste oni 
ekplanu la ludon [A] Demandi ilin, kial?

 ▹ Ekstere: Pretiĝu, ke eĉ dum somera var-
mego povas veni pluvego.

2. La nombro de la partoprenontoj:
 ▹ Certiĝu pri ilia nombro
 ▹ Ekz. se vi pretigas ludon por malmulte da 

homoj, kaj poste venas trioble pli da ho-
moj, eble vi ne sukcesos fari la ludon

 ▹ Prefere ĉiam pretiĝu je 30% pli multe da 
materialoj ol la planita nombro de la par-
toprenantoj

3. La aĝo kaj la vestadmaniero de la parto-
prenantoj:

 ▹ Iuj ludoj ne estas bonaj por homoj en for-
malaj vestaĵoj (ekz. ludoj, dum kiuj oni 
devas salti)

 ▹ Iuj ludoj ne taŭgas por pli aĝaj homoj: ili 
ne faros hompiramidon ekz.

 ▹ Bone pripensu kiel kunmeti la grupojn 
laŭ aĝoj (vi povas eluzi tion kiel avan-
taĝon)

4. Kulturaj diferencoj:
 ▹ distanco inter la homoj
 ▹ tuŝado
 ▹ maniero de parolado
 ▹ gestoj
 ▹ Pliaj en Esperanto: http://instruado.espe-

ranto.cz/index.php/eo/3-kulturaj-difer-
encoj

5. Ludemo

 ▹ Ekzistas pli ludemaj, kaj malpli ludemaj 
homoj

 ▹ Iuj estas tiom neludemaj, ke ili rezignos 
antaŭ ol ekscii pri kio temas

 ▹ Antaŭa klarigado pri tio kio okazos (ne 
resumo de la rezultoj, sed dirado ekz. ke 

“dum la ludo ni tenos la manojn kaj paro-
los”), helpas la engaĝiĝon de pli da per-
sonoj

6. Sekureco
 ▹ Sekureco estas la plej grava
 ▹ Antaŭpensu pri la eblaj misokazaĵoj
 ▹ Sciu kie estas sekurecpakaĵo kaj aliajn 

sekurecaĵoj
 ▹ Certiĝu, ke ĉiuj havas bonajn ŝuojn por la 

aktivaĵo (certe ne pantoflojn)
 ▹ Kronviruso

Se io okazas, je kio vi ne kalkulis, la situacio 
povas esti hontiga kaj streĉoplena. Tamen 
bona trejnisto regas eĉ tian situacion, kaj ni 
povas montri, ke nepretiĝinte al la koncerna 
situacio, ni tamen solvas ĝin.

4. reviziado – 20 min
Temas pri la reviziado/reflektado de la aktivaĵo.

La reviziado post la aktivaĵo helpas fiksi 
en nia kapo la ĉefajn lernitaĵojn kaj la bazojn, 
sur kiu ni povos konstrui iun nian ontan akti-
vaĵon/trejnadon.

En la plej multaj situacioj oni devas scii an-
taŭ ol komenci la aktivaĵon kion oni devus en 
la fino konkludi / kiel oni devintus revizii.
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faKToj
La ĉefa celo de ĉi tiu parto estas igi la partoprenantojn de-
taligi tion, kio okazis dum la aktivaĵo laŭ faktoj, perceptitaj 
de sensoj.

celoj
 ▹ Direkti atenton al ĉefaj eventoj dum la aktivaĵo kaj peti 

la partoprenantojn priskribi kiel ili reagis.
 ▹ Objektiva priskribo pri tio, kio okazis (kiu, kio, kiam, 

kie, kiel)
 ▹ Rekonstrui la ekzercon
 ▹ Montri diversajn vidpunktojn (ne ĉiuj vidas la samajn 

aferojn en la sama aktivaĵo).

demandoj
 ▹ Kio okazis?
 ▹ Kio okazis kiam / dum …
 ▹ Kiel la aferoj iris?
 ▹ Kio okazis komence?
 ▹ Kion vi observis dum la aktivaĵo?
 ▹ Kion vi rimarkis dum la aktivaĵo?
 ▹ Kiaj aferoj estis novaj por vi?

TaKsado
 ▹ Kiel estis la ekzerco?
 ▹ Ĉu ĝi estis sukceso? 
 ▹ Kiel efika vi estis?

eraroj
 ▹ Kiuj estis la bonaj kaj malbonaj partoj de ĉi tiu aktivaĵo?
 ▹ Kial vi trovis ĉi tiun taskon malfacila?

roloj / Teama KunlaBoro
 ▹ Kiel vi kunlaboris kiel teamo?
 ▹ Kion vi pensas, kio estis via rolo?
 ▹ Ĉu viaj proponoj estis akceptitaj?
 ▹ Kiu estis la gvidanto en ĉi tiu aktivaĵo?
 ▹ Kiel via partnero reagis al ĉi tiu ago?

individuaj KonduToj
 ▹ Kion vi faris?
 ▹ Kiujn strategiojn vi havis?
 ▹ Kion vi faris por solvi ĝin?
 ▹ Kiel vi kondutis?
 ▹ Kiel vi reagis al ĉi tiu situacio?

reguloj
 ▹ Ĉu la reguloj estis klaraj?
 ▹ Kion vi devis fari?

senToj
La ĉefa celo de ĉi tiu ĉapitro estas igi la partoprenantojn kun-
partigi la sentojn, kiujn ili travivis dum la ekzercado. Gravas 
helpi ilin, laŭte nomi ĉi tiujn sentojn aŭ pensojn, ĉar ili povas 
influi la lernadon. Ĝi ne estas facila tasko, do la uzo de bildoj 
aŭ akcepti malklaran priskribon ankaŭ funkcias kvankam 
oni klopodu vortigi la sentojn.

Flanka noto: Ne gravas ĉu komenci per Faktoj aŭ Sentoj, gravas 
certiĝi, ke estos taŭga fokuso.

celo
 ▹ Fokusiĝu pri ŝlosilaj partoj de la aktivaĵo por stimuli la 

sentojn de la partoprenantoj.
 ▹ Analizi la subjektivan sperton de la partoprenantoj: sen-

toj, perceptoj kaj pensoj pri tio, kio okazis. “Forblovante 
iom da vaporo…”

demandoj
 ▹ Kiel vi fartas?
 ▹ Kiel estis por vi?
 ▹ Kiel vi sentis vin pri tio?
 ▹ Kiel vi fartis?
 ▹ Kiel vi fartis dum ĉi tiu ekzerco?
 ▹ Kiel vi sentis vin, kiam la trejnisto interrompis?
 ▹ Kiel vi fartis en tiu specifa momento?
 ▹ Kio sentigis vin tiel?
 ▹ Ĉu via humoro ŝanĝiĝis dum la ludo?
 ▹ De kie venis ĉi tiuj sentoj?
 ▹ Kia ago igus vin senti vin pli bone?
 ▹ Kiel vi sentas vin nun?

proponanTe senTojn...
 ▹ Ĉu vi ĝuis la ekzercadon?
 ▹ Kiel feliĉa vi estas nun post ĉi tiu aktivaĵo?
 ▹ Ĉu vi sentas vin pli bone post ĉi tio? Kion vi pensas, kial?
 ▹ Kio sentigis vin frustrita?
 ▹ Kion vi trovis interesa?

roloj
 ▹ Kiel vi fartis kun la rolo, kiun vi havis?
 ▹ Ĉu vi sentis vin komforta kun la rolo, kiun vi havis?

rezulTo
 ▹ Ĉu vi estas kontenta pri la rezulto?
 ▹ Kiel vi sentis vin pri la solvo, kiun vi elpensis?

KonKludoj
 ▹ Kiuj estas la lernitaĵoj?
 ▹ En la fokuso estas la malkovrado kaj la konektado.

la celo:
 ▹ Analizi la sperton
 ▹ Kial ĉio okazas tiel kiel ili okazis?
 ▹ Kunigu la sperton kun teorio kaj konkludu
 ▹ Trovi la lernitaĵojn
 ▹ Diru al la partoprenantoj, ĉu estus/kiuj estus aliaj lerni-

taĵoj, se la takso estus iom ŝanĝita?

demandoj:
 ▹ Kio pripensigis vin?

  Kio igis vin ekkompreni tion?
 ▹ Kion vi pensas, kial ni faris ĉi tiun ekzercon?

  Kial ni faris ĉi tiun ekzercon?
  Kion vi pensas, kial ni proponis ĉi tiun ekzercon?

 ▹ Kion vi atendis? Kial iris pli bone la duan fojon?
  Ĉu vi povas diri kial iris pli bone la duan fojon ol la unuan?
  Ĉu vi farus pli bone la duan fojon? Kial/Kiel?
  Ĉu vi uzus la saman strategion se vi refarus?

 ▹ Kion vi lernis?
  Kion vi mem ellernis pere de tio?
  Kion vi ekkomprenis fininte la taskon?
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  Kiun mesaĝon havis la ekzerco por vi?
  Kion vi memoros pri ĉi tiu ekzerco?

 ▹ Ĉu vi povas diri viajn finajn konkludojn?

esTonTeco
Pripensu la konkludon, kaj tion, kiel vi povos uziligi la ler-
nitaĵon/ekzercon en la estonteco!

la celo:
 ▹ Kiel la konkludoj utilas en reala vivo aŭ por sekva  

simila sperto?
 ▹ Kiel ni povas disvolvi la aktivaĵon?
 ▹ Kio estas la sekva paŝo por ni?

demandoj:
 ▹ Kion vi lernis?

  Kie vi uzus tion?
  Kion vi lernis de ĉi tiu ekzerco?
  Kion vi prenas “hejmen” por via estonta laboro?

 ▹ Se oni donos al vi la eblon refari ĝin:
  Kion vi farus, se vi povus fari ĝin denove?
  Kion oni povus fari alie?
  Kion vi farus alimaniere la sekvan fojon?

 ▹ Klarigu:
  Kiel vi klarigus ĉi tion al viaj amikoj / kunlaborantoj?

 ▹ Kie / Kiam vi povus uzi ĝin?
  En kiu situacio vi povas uzi la lernitajn aferojn?
  Kie vi vidas vin uzi ĉi tiun ekzercon?
  Ĉu vi havas alian ekzemplon, en kiu ni povas apliki  

  tion, kion ni lernis?
 ▹ Kiel uzi ĝin:

  Kiel vi povas uzi la aferojn en la reala vivo, kiujn  
  vi lernis?

  Kiel vi povas apliki ĉi tion en ĉiutaga situacio?
  Kiel povus efektivigi lernitajn aferojn ekde nun  

  en via reala vivo?
  Kion vi pensas, kio okazus, se vi efektivigus  

  en via vivo tion, kion vi ĵus lernis?
  Kion vi faros alimaniere post ĉi tiu ekzerco?
  Kiel ni povas apliki ĉi tiujn konkludojn en nia vivo?
  Ĉu vi povas rilatigi ĉi tiun situacion de la ludo al  

  reala vivo?
  Ĉu vi povas imagi ekzemplon en via vivo, kie vi povus 

apliki ĉi tion?
  En malsama kunteksto, kiel vi povus apliki ĉi tion?
  Kiel vi povas uzi viajn rezultojn en la ĉiutaga vivo?

 ▹ Kion uzi:
  Kiuj kapabloj / konkludoj de ĉi tiu ekzerco helpos vin 

en la reala vivo?
 ▹ Kial tio gravas?

  Kial ĉi tiu ekzercado gravas por la ĉiutaga vivo?
  Kion vi pensas pri la graveco de ĉi tiu ekzerco?

grava noTo:
 ▹ Klarigu al ili, ke estas grave, ke ili ankaŭ diru pri la neg-

ativaĵoj, klarigu, ke tio estas normala afero -> ili povas 
esti eĉ lernoceloj

 ▹ La fino ĉiam estu pozitiva, ne finu per negativaĵoj, por 
ke ili memoru pri la aktivaĵo pozitive
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PlonĜlernado
gVidantoj kaj la Verkintoj de la liVeraĵo: 
léon kamenický kaj szabolcs szilVa 
 
dato: la 23-an de junio, 2021 
 
Horo: 09:00–12:30 (2 Horoj + 30 min. da 
Paŭzo)

labormaterialo: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B_
Qe-rXTZ3H8MWpEQ3JiVjlrd1E?resource-
key=0-bu8805fzLvQ3zM0ok8m2Qw

enkonduko 

[Aktivaĵo] Neceseja papero: Ĉiuj trejnatoj 
devas preni pecojn de necesaja papero laŭ 
ilia prefero, sen scii kio estas la celo de la 
aktivaĵo. Post kiam ĉiuj prenas iom da pecoj 
de la neceseja papero, en granda cirklo 
ĉiuj devas mencii pozitivajn lernitaĵojn de 
la semajna kunlaboro! La trejnatoj devas 
mencii tiom da pozitivaĵoj kiom da pecetoj 
de neceseja papero ili prenis.

plonĝlernado = lernado  
spertante
Plonĝlerna sperto estas praktikado dum 
kiu oni solvas nekonatan problemon aŭ 
malfacilan situacion instruante al la par-
toprenantoj en la kunteksto de aŭtentikaj 
laboraj taskoj.

[Aktivaĵo] Cerboŝturmado en grupo kun 
glupaperetoj: Ĉiuj trejnatoj ricevas glupa-
peretojn sur kiuj ili devas skribi konkretajn 
ekzemplojn de plonĝlernado dum la sema-
jno aŭ/kaj ĝenerale. La trejnatoj gardos la 
glupaperetojn kun la ideoj kaj dum prez-
entado de diversaj tipoj de plonĝlernado 
ili estos petitaj prezenti ilin kaj algui al siaj 
lokoj.

tipoj de plonĝlernado:

1 rolludo:

[Aktivaĵo] Iu diru ekzemplon, se neniu diros, 
diru ni, trejnistoj!

La partoprenantoj ricevas rolon, ili devas ludi 
iun situacion.

2 KazprisTudo (case sTudy):

[Aktivaĵo] Iu diru ekzemplon, se neniu diros, 
diru ni, trejnistoj!

 ▹ En universitatoj oni ofte uzas ĉi tiun for-
mon

 ▹ Oni povas praktiki la teorion, ili povas 
lerni spertante la diferencon inter prak-
tiko kaj teorio

 ▹ Kuraĝigi por aktiva lernado
 ▹ Ekzerci gravajn kapablojn: komunikadon, 

grulpaboron, problemsolvado
 ▹ Kreskigi la amuziĝon, enĝaĝiĝon kaj 

lernemon de la trejnatoj
 ▹ Ekz. en jura universitato la studentoj rice-

vas priskribon de konkreta okazaĵo. Ili de-
vas kontroli kiuj leĝoj rilatas al la okazaĵo, 
kaj kio verŝajne estos la juĝo.

3 simulado:

[Aktivaĵo] Iu diru ekzemplon, se neniu diros, 
diru ni, trejnistoj!

 ▹ Miksaĵo de la realeco kaj la ludo
 ▹ Monopoly

4 plonĝeKsperimenTo

[Aktivaĵo] Iu diru ekzemplon, se neniu diros, 
diru ni, trejnistoj!

 ▹ Enmergiĝi en kompleksan ludspacon
 ▹ Escape room

5 la uzo de la TeKniKologio: virTuala 
realeco (vr)
Virtuala realeco estas komputila modelado 
kaj simulado, per kiu la homo povas kontakti 
artefaritan, spacoefikan vidaĵon aŭ alimetode 
percepteblan medion.

La virtuala realeco lokigas la homon en 
tiun medion, kiu simulas la realecon per di-
versaj interaktivaj iloj (specialaj okulvitroj, 
sonaŭdiloj, gantoj, kaskoj aŭ vestoj).

Estas ege grave bone prezenti pri kio temas, 
kaj montri fotojn, se inter la partoprenantoj 
estas malpli junaj personoj.

Aktivaĵo] Ĉu iu havas sperton? Rakontu!
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[Aktivaĵo] Kie en la vivo oni povas utiligi ĉi 
tiun teknologion?

La potencialo de la teknologio VR:
 ▹ armeo: oni simulas diversajn situaciojn,
 ▹ pilotoj,
 ▹ sportistoj/sporttrejnistoj (ekz. por analizi 

teknikojn, ludojn ktp.),
 ▹ medicino: bonege uzebla en kuracado de 

posttraŭma streso, depresio, fobioj, tron-
erveco (meditado), studentoj de medicino 
por provoperacioj,

 ▹ lernejoj: muzea vizito, vizito de kosmo, 
reiro al iu historia tempo, ekzerci sociajn 
interagojn,

 ▹ modo: 360° travivado de modspektaklo.

[Aktivaĵo] Decidu kiuj tipoj de la sekvaj 
ekzemplaj aktivaĵoj povas servi kiel 
plonĝlernado, kaj kiuj ne! Kial?

Diskutoj, interkonaj ludoj, surpaperaj ekzercoj, 
rolludoj, energiludoj, Monopoly, glacirompiloj, 
individua laboro, hejmtaskoj.

Granda rolludo

[Aktivaĵo] Ludo pri ideala lernejo

 ▹ 3 grupoj el po du homoj kiuj kreas sian 
idealan lernejon (10 minutoj cerbumi + 10 
por konkrete pripensi la idelan lernejon). 
Materialo por inspiriĝi: https://instruado.
esperanto.cz/index.php/eo/5-tipoj-de-
lernejoj

 ▹ Unu triopo estas ministerio pri edukado. 
Ili povas elekti nur unu el la lernejoj por 
granda financa subteno. La grupo devas 
decidi pri kriterioj laŭ kiuj ili pritaksos la 
lernejojn. (Ni volas vidi novan modernan 
stilon de edukado)

 ▹ En la fino konkludu laŭ la revizia rondo 
(Aktivaĵmastrumado)

ludcerbumado (GamestorminG, 
kuncerbumado)
Ludcerbumado signifas: krei ludmondojn 
specife por esplori kaj ekzameni komercajn 
defiojn, plibonigi kunlaboron kaj generi nov-
ajn vidpunktojn pri la funkciado de la mondo 
kaj trovi kiajn aliajn aferojn/situaciojn ni po-
vas trovi tie. Klarigante la kvin etapojn ni prez-
entu kiel ni kreis la ludon de la supra tasko pri 
lernejoj. La kvin etapoj:

imagu la mondon
Antaŭ ol komenci, vi imagas la ludon.

Kreu la mondon
Kreu la regulojn, la komencon, la finon kaj 
ĉion por povi ludi.

Elpensante nomojn oni havas novan, portem-
pan identecon.

malfermu la mondon
Por povi eniri la ludon, la lernantoj devas bone 
kompreni la regulojn, permesojn, malper-
mesojn, kaj ke temas pri alia mondo.

esploru la mondon
Ili ludas, kaj provas atingi la celojn.

fermu la mondon
La ludo finiĝas kiam la celoj estas atingitaj.
La celoj ne ĉiam estas la veraj atingoj, sed: espl-
orado de la imagita mondo, kaj la ekkompren-
itaĵoj, kiuj venas dum la ludado.
Estas tre grave fermi la mondon per unusen-
chava movo, sono, diraĵo ktp. kaj eliri el ĝi.
Gravas montri, ke finiĝis la tasko. Vi jam ne 
estas en tiu ludo.
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PosTTreJnadaJ TasKoJ
gVidantoj kaj la Verkintoj de la liVeraĵo: 
Francesco maurelli kaj léon kamenický 
 
dato: la 24-an de junio, 2021 
 
Horo: 14:30–17:30 (2:30 Horoj  
+ 30 min. da Paŭzo)

lernoceloj:
 ▹ kompreni gravecon de posttrejnadaj 

taskoj; 
 ▹ kompreni kio estas parto de posttrejnadaj 

taskoj; 
 ▹ esplori pri diversa manieroj kaj iloj kiuj 

helpos vin efike plenumi posttrejnadajn 
taskojn.

1 enkonduko
Kiel trejnistoj ni ofte pripensas, ĉu nia laboro 
havos iun pli longan efikon konsiderante ke ĝi 
ne finas post liverado de trejnado. La sukceso 
de nia laboro parte dependas de la agoj kiuj 
instigis nin okupiĝi pri la trejnado. 

Sen sukcese plenumi posttrejnadajn 
taskojn, ne estas granda ŝanco ke iu ŝanĝo 
okazos. Por tio estas posttrejnadaj taskoj 
grava parto de ĉiu trejnado. Ĝi reprezentas 
aron da aktivaĵoj kiuj rememorigas la trejna-
tojn transformi iliajn vortojn al agoj kaj agojn 
al aktivismo.

[diskuto en paroj] En paroj pridiskutu kio 
estas por vi posttrejnadaj taskoj? Kion laŭ vi 
oni devas nepre fari tuj post la trejnado kaj 
kion eble iom pli poste? (15 minutoj)

2 faritaĵoj / ne-faritaĵoj
Faritaĵoj

 ▹ Integriĝu viajn posttrejnadajn taskojn en 
via trejnista programo

 ▹ Bone pripensu uzon de tiuj posttrejnadaj 
aktivaĵoj, kiuj bone kongruas kun celoj de 
via trejnado

 ▹ Skribu liveraĵojn/raportojn tuj post la fino 
de la trejnado

 ▹ Prezentu klarajn limdatojn por ĉiuj
 ▹ Havu klarajn taskojn kaj respondecoj por 
ĉiuj (trejnatoj kaj trejnistoj)

 ▹ Gardu la interragon en la grupo vivantan 
 
 
 
 

Ne-faritaĵoj
 ▹ Doni tro multe ta taskoj al la trejnatoj post 

la trejnadprogramo
 ▹ Ne petu aferojn kiuj ne kongruas kun viaj 

trejnadceloj
 ▹ Tro longe atendu kun taskoj kiel raportoj/

liveraĵoj, ktp.
 ▹ Doni impreson ke la trejnado finiĝis kaj 

tiel la tuta komunumo

[diskuto en Grupo] Kiel povus aspekti 
diversaj liveraĵoj? Kio laŭ vi estas utila ke 
trejnatoj ricevu post la trejnadsesio? (10 
minutoj)

3 Gvidlinioj por posttrejnadaj 
taskoj 
La intervalo en kiu posttrejnadaj taskoj okazas 
povas esti inter kelkaj minutoj ĝis ses monatoj 
post la trejnado. Se vi elektas pli longan per-
iodon por plenumi diversajn posttrejnadajn 
taskojn tiam certiĝu ke vi bone notis vian 
planon. Ne forgesu, ke vi riskas perdi motiv-
iĝon kaj intereson post iom da tempo. 

Interalie, la jenaj posttrejnadaj taskoj povas 
atendi vin: 

 ▹ Kolektado kaj arkivado de retrokuplaj 
formularoj;

 ▹ Fotado de fizika materialo (ekz. paperegoj 
kun diversaj modeloj);

 ▹ Kreado de komuna dosierujo por stoki 
ĉiun materialon de la trejnado;

 ▹ Skribado de raporto pri la trejnado por via 
komisiono pri aktivula trejnado;

 ▹ Danki al la organizantoj de la trejnado;
 ▹ Certiĝi ke ĉiuj viaj promesoj estu plenu-

mitaj (ekz. vi respondis al ĉiuj demandoj 
kaj sendis promesitan materialon);

 ▹ Pridemandi viajn trejnatojn ĉu ili efektive 
uzas la lernitaĵojn de la trejnadprogramo;

 ▹ Provu respekti la limdatojn, ĉefe se via 
trejnadprogramo daŭrigos post iom da 
tempo. 

3.1 preTigu viajn posTTrejnadajn 
TasKojn
Oni kutime pensas pri posttrejnadaj taskoj jam 
ekde la komenco, kiam vi nur komencas kun 
pretigado de via trejnadprogramo. 

Se inter la celoj de via trejnadprogramo es-
tis la evoluigo de kompetencoj, tiam unufoja 
evento ne sufiĉas. En tiu ĉi kazo la lernado de-
vas okazi dum pli longa tempo kaj ĝi devus esti 
sukcese tranformita al praktiko. En tiu ĉi kazo 
estas rekomendite havi posttrejnadan planon, 
t.e. detaligitan temposkemon de ĉiuj posttre-
jnadaj aktivaĵoj. 
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3.2 dum la sesio
Dum la enkonduka sesio oni kutime donas 
al la trejnatoj skribilojn kaj kajerojn kaj ni 
instigas la trejnatojn noti lernitaĵojn kiujn ili 
pritaksas utilaj/interesaj. 

Por helpi al la trejnatoj oni devas bone prip-
ensi kiel efike prezenti gravan teorion kaj bone 
ligi ĝin al klaraj ekzemploj/ekzercoj. Kio povas 
helpi estas videbligi la plej gravajn partojn de 
la teorio (ekz. paperego kun ŝlosilvortoj aŭ iu 
modelo). Estas ankaŭ rekomendite plurfoje 
ripeti la gravajn partojn de via trejnado, tiel la 
trejnatoj mem povas revizii siajn notojn. 

3.3.fine de la sesio
Kiam oni pretigas konkludon, estas bone prip-
ensi kiaj estas la plej gravaj lernitaĵoj (3 ĝis 5) 
kiujn la trejnatoj povus tuj praktiki post fino 
de la trejnado hejme. 

Post retrokupla tempo, ni povas disdoni al la 
trejnatoj liveraĵojn (se ili pretas). Oni ankaŭ in-
sitgu la trejnatojn pripensi kaj revizii kion oni 
kovris dum la trejnadsesio/trejnadprogramo. 
Fotoj de la diversaj materialoj povas esti uzitaj 
por sukcese plenumi posttrejnadajn taskojn. 

La trejnatoj devus esti rememoritaj, ke ili 
povas ĉiam kontakti siajn trejnistojn post fino 
de la trejnado kaze de iuj demandoj/duboj. Se 
vi preferas limigi la tempon dum kiu oni po-
vas kontakti vin rilate al iu specifa trejnado, vi 
ankaŭ povas mencii tion kaj doni iun limdaton 
ĝis kiam vi disponeblos. Vi ankaŭ povus even-
tuale decidi plie gvidi aŭ mentori iujn trejna-
tojn post la fino de la trejnado.

3.4 posT la Trejnado
3.4.1 liveraĵoj Kaj raporToj
Investi tempon por skribi liveraĵojn kaj rapor-
tojn post via trejnadsesio povas aspekti iom 
peza (kio parte veras :) ), sed vi fakte multon 
lernas de ili. Vi trairas vian sesion kaj pripen-
sas kio funkciis kaj ne funkciis dum ĝi. Venon-
tfoje kiam vi prilaboros similan temon, vi certe 
aprezos la eblon signife plialtigi kvaliton de 
via sesio. Vi same certe multe aprezis havi al-
iron al materialoj de la trejnistoj kiuj organizis 
similan sesion antaŭ vi. 

Kio fakte estas liveraĵo?
Per liveraĵo oni komprenas dokumenton 
kiu kolektas plej gravajn elementojn de via 
trejnadsesio: teorio, modeloj, ekzercoj kaj 
konkludoj. La liveraĵo povas ankaŭ enhavi pli-
ajn informojn pri tio kie trovi pli da materialo 
(ekz. libroj aŭ videaĵoj) por pliprofundigi iliajn 
konojn pri la temo. 

Kaj kio estas raporto?
Per raporto oni celas dokumenton kiu resu-
mas la fluon de la sesio: de la pretigado ĝis la 
retrokuplado.

Rimarko: la liveraĵoj kiujn oni decidis verki post 
la trejnadprogramo de Tuluzo fakte enhavas kaj 
ecojn de liveraĵo kaj tiujn de raporto (ekz. la fakto 
ke la liveraĵo jam enhavas informojn pri diversaj 
ekzercoj kiujn oni faris).

[aktivaĵo en trejnistaj Grupoj] Faru 
skizon de la liveraĵo kiun vi ŝatus doni al la 
trejnatoj post via trejnado. (10 minutoj) 

3.2.2 TasKoj Kiuj Tuŝas la TrejnaTojn
Ĉi-tie listo de plej gravaj taskoj rilate al trejna-
toj:

 ▹ Sendu liveraĵojn ene de kelkaj semajnoj 
tuj post la trejnadsesio (ideale tuj post la 
sesio),

 ▹ Instigu la trejnatojn aplikon de iliaj scioj 
en siaj organizoj, 

 ▹ Sendu retmesaĝon al la trejnatoj remem-
origante ilin pri tio ke ili devus apliki la 
lernitaĵojn ideale ĝis unu monaton de la 
fino de la trejnadsesio,

 ▹ Se la trejnatoj esprimis fortan intereson 
daŭrigi en aktivaĵoj rilate al via trejnado, 
aktive komuniku kun ili, 

 ▹ Interagu kun la trejnatoj kiuj interesiĝas 
plie pri la temoj de la trejnado, 

 ▹ Sendu enketilon post kvar ĝis ses monatoj 
post fino de via trejnado por kompreni la 
efikon de via trejnado.

3.2.3 la rolo de gvidanToj de la organizo
En kutima labora medio, la manaĝeroj povas 
tre facile observi ĉu la trejnado havis sian 
efikon rilate al la laboro de la trejnatoj (t.e. 
dungitojn sub la manaĝeroj). 

En neregistaraj organizoj (kiel Tejo) la 
gvidantoj de la organizo (la Estraro) aŭ de la 
komisionoj (specife tiu pri Aktivula Trejnado) 
povas signife kontribui kaj helpi la trejnatojn 
plie apliki la nove akiritajn konojn kaj kom-
petencojn. 

La anoj de la komisiono pri Aktivula Tre-
jnado povas ekzemple rekomendi al trejnatoj 
pliajn kursojn aŭ enkonduki ilin al aktivaĵoj en 
la organizo en kiuj ili povas plie agadi (ekz. iĝi 
parto de la Tejo-Trejnistaro). 

Kiel trejnisto vi povas sendi retmesaĝon al la 
gvidantoj de la organizo klarigante kio estis la 
ĉefaj celoj de la trejnado kaj kion vi pensas ke 
la trejnatoj kunportis de ĝi. 

3.5 Kreu vian ‘agadplanon’
Nun vi pretas krei vian propran agadplanon. 
Listigu ĉiujn farentaĵojn kaj notu la limdatojn 
en via kalendaro. 
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retrokuploj

[Grupdiskuto] Kiaj tipoj da retrokuploj ekzis-
tas kaj kiam vi uzos iun tipon da retrokuplo? 

Kolektado kaj prilaborado de retrokuploj - ak-
tivaĵo: prilaboru por vi idealan retrokuplan 
formularon (tiel ke ĝi helpu vin por viaj venon-
taj sesioj) 

 ▹ Ĉu vi farus diferencon inter retrokupla 
formularo kiu celas unu specifan sesion 
de pluraj kujn vi gvidas kadre de plurtaga 
tejnadseminario kaj formularon kiun vi 
sendus post fino de plurtaga trejnadsem-
inario? 

 ▹ Pripensu vian retrokuplan formularon 
kiun vi uzos post via trejnado en “mon-
taroj”?

Prezentado de la tradukita plano en sekcio 
“5.5 How to make it stick?” - instigi diskuton 
inter la trejnotoj pri tio kiom aplikebla estas 
la diversaj postrejnadaj aktivaĵoj laŭ tipo de 
trejnadseminarioj (15 minutoj)

6.2 ouTpuT (KonKreTa “produKTo”), 
ouTcome (rezulTo), impacT (efiKo aŭ 
influo)
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.
com/290619752/b862357ea5d761f74fd78e7ec-
292adb0/Impact_measurement_workbook.
pdf

Aktivaĵo: skribi poŝtkarton por si mem, pri 
ago kiun ili volas entrepreni. La organizan-
toj sendos poŝte poste la poŝtkartojn (eble 
post unu monato, kaj post unu jaro) (10-15 
minutoj)

<paŭzo>

Mallonga prezentaĵo pri kion oni povas fari 
post partopreni en la TTT programo 

 ▹ Aliĝi al Tejo-Trejnistaro / FoJE-trejnistaro 
/ uea, Kapabligo, amo-seminarioj

 ▹ Kie plispertiĝi 

Kion ili bezonus en la estonteco, kiel posta 
subteno, post tiu ĉi trejnado?

enkonduko
Foje ni kiel faciligantoj pripensas ĉu tio kion 
ni trejnas havos iun influon konsiderante ke 
la laboro de la trejnisto ne finas post la tre-
jnado. Sen “Follow-up” estas plej verŝajne ke 
neniu ŝanĝo okazos. Pro tio estas “follow-up” 
tre grava parto de trejnadpogramoj. Oni devus 
kompreni ĝin kiel aron da rememorigoj por ke 
ili tranformu iliajn vortojn al agoj.




